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1 Introduction
Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) is an attempt to make a background independent, non-perturbative quan-
tization of 4-dimensional General Relativity (GR) – for reviews, see [1–3]. It is inspired by the classical
formulation of GR as a dynamical theory of connections. The present article is concerning the covariant
spinfoam approach of LQG [3]. The current spinfoam models for quantum gravity are mostly inspired by
the 4-dimensional Plebanski formulation of GR (or Plebanski-Holst formulation by including the Barbero-
Immirzi parameter γ), which is a BF theory constrained by the condition that the B field should be “simple”
i.e. there is a tetrad field eI such that B = ∗(e ∧ e). Currently one of the successful spinfoam models is the
Engle-Pereira-Rovelli-Livine (EPRL) spinfoam model defined in [4, 5], whose (weak) implementation of
simplicity constraint is understood in the sense of [6].
The semiclassical behavior of spinfoam model is currently understood in terms of the large spin asymp-
totics of the spinfoam amplitude. We consider a spinfoam model as a state-sum
A(K) =
∑
j f
µ( j f )A j f (K) (1.1)
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where µ( j f ) is a weight. We investigate the asymptotic behavior of the (partial-)amplitude A j f as all the
spins j f are taken to be large uniformly. The area spectrum in LQG is given approximately by A f = γ j f `2p,
so the semiclassical limit of spinfoam models is argued to be achieved by taking `2p → 0 while keeping
the area A f fixed, which results in j f → ∞ uniformly as γ is a fixed Barbero-Immirzi parameter. There is
another argument relating the large-j asymptotics of the spinfoam vertex amplitude to the semiclassical limit,
by imposing the semiclassical boundary state to the vertex amplitude [7]. Mathematically the asymptotic
problem is posed by making a uniform scaling for the spins j f 7→ λ j f , and studying the asymptotic behavior
of the amplitude Aλ j f (K) as λ→ ∞.
In the above sense of large-j asymptotics, the EPRL vertex amplitude is shown to reproduce the classi-
cal discrete GR in the large-j asymptotics [8]. More precisely it is shown that the asymptotics of the EPRL
vertex amplitude is mainly a Cosine of the Regge action in a 4-simplex if the boundary data admits a non-
degenerate 4-simplex geometry, and the asymptotics is non-oscillatory if the boundary data doesn’t admit
a nondegenerate 4-simplex geometry. There are many investigations for the large-j asymptotics of various
spinfoam models. For example, the asymptotics of the Barrett-Crane vertex amplitude (10j-symbol) is stud-
ied in [9], which shows that the spinfoam configurations of degenerate geometry in Barrett-Crane model
were non-oscillatory, but dominant. The large-j asymptotics of the FK model is studied in [10], concerning
the nondegenerate Riemanian geometry, in the case of a simplicial complex without boundary. A general
investigation is carried out in [11] for the EPRL model of both Euclidean and Lorentzian signature on a sim-
plicial complex either with or without boundary, including the analysis of spinfoam configurations of both
nondegenerate and degenerate geometries. There are also studies of the Euclidean/Lorentzian spinfoam
amplitude by including an additional scaling of Barbero-Immirzi parameter [12].
In the present work, we develop a new path integral representation of the Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam
amplitude on a simplicial manifold. The path integral representation is derived from top to down from
the group-representation-theoretic definition of the model in [13], it is more elegant and economic than
the one employed in [11] because it has less integration variables. The derivation toward a path integral
representation uses the theory of unitary representations (principle series) of SL(2,C), which is summarized
in Appendix A. The new path integral representation gives a new spinfoam action, which controls the large
spin asymptotics of the spinfoam amplitude via the stationary phase approximation.
Here we still focus on the discussion of spinfoam partial amplitude. When the sum over spin is taking
into account, the semiclassical behavior of the spinfoam model is investigated in the companion papers
[14, 15].
In the present paper we develop a systematic analysis of the spinfoam large spin asymptotics. We
make the discussion pedagogical and self-contained in this paper. Here we clarify the relation between the
spinfoam model and classical simplicial geometry via the large spin asymptotic expansion. More precisely,
in the large spin regime, there is an equivalence between the spinfoam critical configuration (with certain
nondegeneracy assumption) and a classical Lorentzian simplicial geometry (discussed in Section 6). Such
an equivalence relation allows us to classify the spinfoam critical configurations by their geometrical inter-
pretations, via two types of solution-generating maps (in Section 7). The equivalence between spinfoam
critical configuration and simplical geometry also allows us to define the notion of globally oriented and
time-oriented spinfoam critical configuration (in Section 8). It is shown (in Section 9) that only at a globally
oriented and time-oriented spinfoam critical configuration, the leading order contribution of spinfoam large
spin asymptotics gives precisely an exponential of Lorentzian Regge action of General Relativity. At all
other critical configurations, spinfoam large spin asymptotics modifies the Regge action at the leading order
approximation.
2 Lorentzian EPRL Spinfoam Model and Path integral Representation
We start with a simplicial complex K whose dual skeleton is a 2-complex C made of vertices V , edges E
and faces F. The 2-complex may have a boundary ∂C which is a graph Γ whose vertices N and edges L we
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call nodes and links. Edges and vertices of C not in ∂C are call internal. The incidence matrices between
faces and edges  f ,e and between edges and vertices e,v are defined to be ±1 depending on whether the
corresponding lower dimensional cell of C (e or v) is on the boundary of the higher dimensional one ( f or e)
with an orientation that agrees (+1) or disagrees (−1). If the there is no incidence relation between the cells,
the matrix element of  vanishes.
Following the definition in [13], we associate h f ,e ∈ SU(2) to the strands (edges that are split in as many
faces they meet) and ge,v ∈ SL(2,C) to the half edges. Each face is associated with a spin j f , 0. Then the
Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam amplitude [4] of the simplicial complex K reads (we assume momentarily that
∂K = ∅, but the general case can be treated, see [13]),
A(K) =
∫
SL(2,C)
∏
dge,v
∏
f
{ ∑
j f,0
d j f
∫
SU(2)
∏
e∈∂ f
dh f ,eTrH j f ,γ j f
[ −→∏
e∈∂ f
(
ge,s(e) h f ,e g−1e,t(e)
) f ,e] ∏
e∈∂ f
d j f TrH j f
[
h f ,e
]
︸                                                                                        ︷︷                                                                                        ︸
face amplitudeA f
}
, (2.1)
with s(e) and t(e) the source and the target of e. The arrows on the products means that they have to be
ordered following the orientation of the face. d j = 2 j + 1 is the dimension of SU(2) spin- j representation.
The spinfoam model A(K) written above is invariant under flipping of the edge and face orientations [17].
Let us focus on a single face and drop the face index f temporarily to alleviate the notations. For any
vertex v, let e′(v) and e′′(v) be the edge that enters (resp. leaves) v following the orientation of the the face.
Since these edges depend on the face, one should denote them by e′f (v) and e
′′
f (v). Then, the contribution
of the face f to the amplitude reads (to prove this result, simply distinguish the four cases depending on the
orientations of the edges incident to v in f ),
A f =
∑
j,0
d j
∫
S U(2)
∏
e∈∂ f
dheTrH j,γ j
[ −→∏
v∈∂ f
g−1e′(v),vge′′(v),vhe′′(v)
] ∏
e∈∂ f
d jTrH j
[
he
]
. (2.2)
We have also used the reality of the SU(2) characters TrH j [h] = TrH j [ h ] to introduce complex conjugates in
the second factor and to change h−1e into he whenever the orientation of f and e disagree.
Because any he appears only twice, the integration over he can be performed using Schur’s orthogonality
relation (A.4),
A f =
∑
j,0
d jTrH j,γ j
[ −→∏
v∈∂ f
P j g−1e′(v),vge′′(v),v P j
]
, (2.3)
with P j the orthogonal projector onto the spin j representationH j of S U(2) contained inH j,γ j.
Using the canonical basis (A.6) ofH j,γ( j+1), the projector can be expressed as
P j =
∑
− j≤m≤ j
| j.m〉H j,γ jH j,γ j〈 j,m|. (2.4)
Then, at each vertex v on the boundary of f we have a scalar product
H j,γ j〈 j,me′ |g−1e′,vge′′,v| j,me′′〉H j,γ j , (2.5)
Accordingly, the basic building blocks of the amplitude are the scalar products
H j,γ j〈 j,m|g−1g′| j,m′〉H j,γ j , (2.6)
Using the unitarity of the representation, this is nothing but the L2(S U(2)) scalar product of g| j,m〉H j,γ j with
g′| j,m′〉H j,γ j , so that it may be expressed in terms of Wigner matrices as follows,
H j,γ j〈 j,m|g−1g′| j,m′〉H j,γ j = d j
∫
S U(2)
dh [λg(h)]−2iγ j−2[λg′ (h)]2iγ j−2D
j
j,m
[
hg(h)
]
D jj,m′
[
hg′ (h)
]
. (2.7)
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Because of the unitarity of the Wigner matrices, this also reads
d j
∫
S U(2)
dh [λg(h)]−2iγ j−2[λg′ (h)]2iγ j−2〈 j,m|h†g(h)| j, j〉〈 j, j|hg′ (h)| j,m′〉, (2.8)
with all matrix elements taken in the spin j representation of S U(2).
Turning back to the face amplitude, we get rid of the summation over magnetic numbers using the
resolution of the identity, so that the face amplitude reads
A f =
∑
j
d j
∫
S U(2)
∏
v∈∂ f
dhv
∏
e∈∂ f
{
[λge′′ ,v (hv)]
−2iγ j−2[λge′ ,v (hv)]
2iγ j−2} (2.9)
×TrH j
[ −→∏
v∈∂ f
h†ge′ ,v (hv)| j, j〉〈 j, j|hge′′ ,v (hv)
]
(2.10)
To express the face amplitude in terms of coherent states, we have to compute the matrix element
〈 j, j|hg′ (h′)h†g(h)| j, j〉 = 〈 12 , 12 |hg′ (h′)h†g(h)| 12 , 12 〉2 j (2.11)
Since hg(h) is defined by the decomposition hg = kg(h)hg(h), we have
hg(h) = k−1g (h)hg = k
†
g(h)h(g
−1)† (2.12)
as well as the conjugate
h†g(h) = g
†h†(k−1g )
†(h) = (g−1)h†kg(h). (2.13)
Because
kg(h) =
(
λ−1g (h) µg(h)
0 λg(h)
)
, (2.14)
| 12 , 12 〉 is an eigenvector of kg(h) with eigenvalue λ−1g (h). Thus the matrix element reads
〈 12 , 12 |hg′ (h′)h†g(h)| 12 , 12 〉 = λ−1g (h)λ−1g′ (h′)〈 12 , 12 |h′((g′−1)†g−1h†| 12 , 12 〉 (2.15)
Thus, the face amplitude reads
A f =
∑
j
d j
∫
S U(2)
∏
v∈∂ f
dhv TrH j
[ −→∏
v∈∂ f
g−1e′,vh
†
v | j, j〉〈 j, j|hv(g−1e′′,v)†
[λge′ ,v (hv)]2 j(iγ+1)+2[λge′′ ,v (hv)]2 j(−iγ+1)+2
]
(2.16)
Using (A.16), we express the face amplitude in terms of the coherent state |zv〉 = h†v | 12 , 12 〉,
A f =
∑
j
d j
∫
CP1
∏
v∈∂ f
dzv
{
Tr
[ −→∏
v∈∂ f
g−1e′,v|zv〉〈zv|(g−1e′′,v)†
]}2 j
∏
v∈∂ f
〈zv|(g−1e′,v)†g−1e′,v|zv〉 j(iγ+1)+1〈zv|(g−1e′′,v)†g−1e′′,v|zv〉 j(−iγ+1)+1
(2.17)
with the trace taken in the fundamental representation. Let us note that the coherent states always appear
in pairs |zv〉〈zv| so that the phase ambiguity is irrelevant and we restrict the integration form SU(2) to S 2 =
CP1 = (C2 \ {0})/C∗. dz = i2 (z0dz1 − z1dz0) ∧ (z¯0dz¯1 − z¯1dz¯0) is a homogeneous measure of degree 4 on C2.
The integration is essentially on CP1 since the integrand is a homogeneous function of zv f of degree −4.
Now we put back the label f to the variables j 7→ j f , zv 7→ zv f and write ge,v = (g†ve)−1. The SL(2,C)
Haar measure dge,v = dgve1. We define a new spinor variable Zve f and a degree 0 measure by
Zve f := g†vezv f and Ωv f :=
dzv f〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 (2.19)
1The SL(2,C) Haar measure dg can be written explicitly by
dg =
dβdβ∗dγdγ∗dδdδ∗
|δ|2 g =
(
α β
γ δ
)
(2.18)
which is manifestly invariant under g 7→ g†.
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Then the EPRL spinfoam amplitude A(K) can be written as
A(K) =
∑
j f
d j f
∫
SL(2,C)
∏
(v,e)
dgve
∫
CP1
∏
v∈∂ f
dΩv f
∏
(e, f )
〈
Zve f ,Zv′e f
〉2 j f〈
Zv′e f ,Zv′e f
〉iγ j f + j f 〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉−iγ j f + j f (2.20)
where one may view that v = s(e) is the source and v′ = t(e) is the target. The integrand can be written into
an exponential form eS with an action S written as
S [ j f , gve, zv f ] =
∑
(e, f )
j f ln
〈
Zve f ,Zv′e f
〉2〈
Zv′e f ,Zv′e f
〉iγ+1 〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉−iγ+1
=
∑
(e, f )
j f
ln
〈
Zve f ,Zv′e f
〉2〈
Zv′e f ,Zv′e f
〉 〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 + iγ ln 〈Zve f ,Zve f 〉〈
Zv′e f ,Zv′e f
〉
 . (2.21)
The spinfoam action S has the following continuous gauge degree of freedom:
• Rescaling of each zv f 2:
zv f 7→ λzv f , λ ∈ C. (2.22)
• SL(2,C) gauge transformation at each vertex v:
gve 7→ x−1v gve, zv f 7→ x†vzv f , xv ∈ SL(2,C). (2.23)
• SU(2) gauge transformation on each edge e:
gve 7→ gveh−1e , he ∈ SU(2). (2.24)
The spinfoam action S has the following discrete gauge symmetry:
• Flipping the sign of the group variable gve 7→ −gve. Thus the space of group variable is essentially the
restricted Lorentz group SO+(1, 3) rather than its double-cover SL(2,C).
The above derivation toward the spinfoam action S gives a new path integral representation of the
Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam model on a general simplicial complex (or even on an arbitrary cellular decom-
position of the spacetime manifold with the generalization [6, 18]) instead of the one presented in [8, 11].
The spinfoam action derived here has obvious advantage that it depends on less variables (only j f , gve, zv f )
than the one (depending on j f , gve, zv f , ξe f ) in [8, 11].
For the convenience of the discussion, we define the notion of the partial amplitude A j f (K) by collecting
all the integrations
A j f (K) :=
∫
dgve
∫
dΩv f eS [ j f ,gve,zv f ] (2.25)
So that the spinfoam state-sum is given by a sum of partial amplitude
A(K) =
∑
j f
d j f A j f (K). (2.26)
2The measure dzv f is scaling invariant.
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3 Large Spin Asymptotics
In this paper, we consider the asymptotic behavior of the partial amplitude A j f (K) in the regime where all
the spins are uniformly large. This asymptotic behavior can be studied by making a uniformly rescaling
j f 7→ λ j f and assuming λ  1. The asymptotic analysis may be viewed as the first step toward developing
a perturbation theory of spinfoam model with respect to an arbitrary background configuration ( j0f , g
0
ve, z
0
v f ),
where the background spins j0f are uniformly large. The asymptotic analysis should show us which back-
ground configuration are preferred with relatively small fluctuations counted by 1/λ.
As a notation we write:
j0f = λ j˚ f , g
0
ve ≡ g˚ve, z0v f ≡ z˚v f (3.1)
where λ is a large parameter and j˚ f ∼ o(1). We sometimes refer λ as the background spin in the following
context, and we often refer ( j˚ f , g˚ve, z˚v f ) as the background configuration.
Because of the path integral representation of the spinfoam model, the asymptotic analysis of the partial
amplitude Aλ j f (K) as λ large is guided by the following general result (Theorem 7.7.5 and 7.7.1 in [19]):
Theorem 3.1. (A) Let K be a compact subset in Rn, X an open neighborhood of K, and k a positive integer.
If (1) the complex functions u ∈ C2k0 (K), S ∈ C3k+1(X) and<(S ) ≤ 0 in X; (2) there is a unique point x0 ∈ K
satisfying <(S )(x0) = 0, S ′(x0) = 0, and det S ′′(x0) , 0. S ′ , 0 in K \ {x0}, then we have the following
estimation:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
K
u(x)eλS (x)dx − eλS (x0)
(
2pi
λ
) n
2 eInd(S
′′)(x0)
√
det(S ′′)(x0)
k−1∑
s=0
(
1
λ
)s
Lsu(x0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C
(
1
λ
)k+ n2 ∑
|α|≤2k
sup |Dαu| (3.2)
Here the constant C is bounded when f stays in a bounded set in C3k+1(X). We have used the standard
multi-index notation α = 〈α1, · · · , αn〉 and
Dα =
∂|α|
∂xα11 · · · ∂xαnn
, where |α| =
n∑
i=1
αi (3.3)
Lsu(x0) denotes the following operation on u:
Lsu(x0) = i−s
∑
l−m=s
∑
2l≥3m
2−l
l!m!
 n∑
a,b=1
H−1ab (x0)
∂2
∂xa∂xb
l (gmx0 u) (x0) (3.4)
where H(x) = S ′′(x) denotes the Hessian matrix and the function gx0 (x) is given by
gx0 (x) = S (x) − S (x0) −
1
2
Hab(x0)(x − x0)a(x − x0)b (3.5)
such that gx0 (x0) = g
′
x0 (x0) = g
′′
x0 (x0) = 0.
(B) Let K be a compact subset in Rn, X an open neighborhood of K, u ∈ C2k0 (K) a compact support
complex function, assuming<(S )(x) ≤ 0 in X but the equations<(S )(x) = 0, S ′(x) = 0 has no solutions in
K, then there exists a constant C such that∣∣∣∣∣∫
K
u(x)eλS (x)dx
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1λ
)k
C
∑
|α|≤k
sup
K
|Dαu|(|S ′|2 +<(S ))k−|α|/2 (3.6)
for all k ∈ Z+.
In Eq.(3.4), the expression of Lsu(x0) only sums a finite number of terms for all s. For each s, Ls is a
differential operator of order 2s acting on u(x).
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We apply the above general result to the path integral representation of Aλ j f (K) restricting into a com-
pact neighborhood of the background ( j˚ f , g˚ve, z˚v f ). The full integral of Aλ j f (K) may be understood as an
(infinite) sum of the integrals over compact neighborhoods. On each of the compact neighborhood, if there
is a critical point, we can employ Theorem 3.1(A) to determine the asymptotic expansion of the partial am-
plitude Aλ j f (K). In case there is no critical point in the neighborhood, the partial amplitude decays faster
than (1/λ)k for all k ∈ Z+, provided that sup |Dαu|[|S ′|2 +<(S )]−k+|α|/2 is finite (i.e. doesn’t cancel the (1/λ)k
behavior in front).
It is clear that the action S [ j f , gve, zv f ] of the path integral representation of the partial amplitude Aλ j f (K)
depends on spin parameters j f , which are not integrated in Aλ j f (K). We will see in the following that some
values of j f ’s doesn’t result in solution of the critical equations S ′ = 0 and <(S ) = 0, which has interpre-
tation of nondegenerate geometry. Here we call these values of j f Non-Regge-like, otherwise we call them
Regge-like. A Regge-like spin configuration j f admits the critical configuration ( j f , gve, zv f ) which can be in-
terpreted as nondegenerate geometry. We consider a neighborhood Ω3 of a critical configuration ( j f , gve, zv f )
with nondegenerate geometrical interpretation. Assuming this neighborhood Ω doesn’t touch any critical
configuration of degenerate geometry4, the Non-Regge-like spin configurations in Ω doesn’t result in any
critical point. For these Non-Regge-like spins, however, it is not necessary that the corresponding Aλ j f (K),
when the integral is restricted in Ω, decays faster than (1/λ)k for all k ∈ Z+. As an example, for a non-Regge-
like j f infinitesimally close to a Regge-like j f (the minimal gap ∆ j f = 12λ ), sup |Dαu|[|S ′|2 +<(S )]−k+|α|/2 is
likely to be large and cancel the (1/λ)k behavior. Therefore if we consider the semiclassical behavior of the
state-sum A(K) = ∑ j f µ( j f )A j f (K) in the large spin regime, we should in general not ignore these “almost
Regge-like” contributions. Here in this paper we consider mainly the asymptotic behavior of Aλ j f (K) with
Regge-like j f , when we discuss the nondegenerate geometrical interpretation. A perturbative analysis of the
semiclassical spinfoam state-sum including all possible j f ’s is presented in a companion paper [14].
4 Bivector Interpretation of Critical Configurations
It is clear from Theorem 3.1 that the leading order asymptotics of the spinfoam amplitude Aλ j(K) is con-
trolled by the solutions of critical equations S ′ = 0 and <(S ) = 0, where S is the spinfoam action defined
in Eq.(2.21). It turns out that S ′ = 0 and<(S ) = 0 are equivalent to the following equations. See Appendix
B for the derivations.
<(S ) = 0 : g
†
vezv f∣∣∣∣∣∣Zve f ∣∣∣∣∣∣ = eiα fvv′ g
†
v′ezv′ f∣∣∣∣∣∣Zv′e f ∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.1)
δzv f S = 0 :
gveg
†
vezv f〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 = gve′g†ve′zv f〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 , (4.2)
δgve S = 0 :
∑
f
j f εe f (v)
〈
Zve f ~σ Zve f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 = 0. (4.3)
The solutions of the critical equations have interesting geometrical interpretation. In order to explain the
geometrical interpretation of the solutions, it is useful to introduce a set of new variables and their relations,
which mediates the spinfoam variables and the variables describing geometry.
First of all, Eq.(4.1) motivates us to define an auxiliary normalized spinor ζe f by
ζe f = eiφ
f
ev
g†vezv f∣∣∣∣∣∣Zve f ∣∣∣∣∣∣ = eiφ fev′ g
†
v′ezv′ f∣∣∣∣∣∣Zv′e f ∣∣∣∣∣∣ , φ fev′ − φ fev = α fvv′ (4.4)
3Ω is a compact neighborhood in the space of spinfoam configurations M j,g,z = R# f+ × SL(2,C)#(e,v) × (CP1)#v, f modulo gauge
transformations. It can be viewed as that we choose the test function u(x) in Theorem 3.1 to be compact support on a neighborhood
K ⊂ SL(2,C)#(e,v) × (CP1)#v, f , then Ω = [0,Λ]# f × K where Λ is the cut-off of the spins.
4The degeneracy is a special restriction Eq.(5.1) of the group variables gve into a lower-dimensional submanifold. Thus such a
neighborhood always exists. See the discussion about the geometrical interpretation of critical configurations for details.
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It is clear that the auxiliary spinor ζe f is defined up to a U(1) gauge transformation ζe f 7→ eiθe f ζe f or φ fev 7→
φ
f
ev−θe f , which leaves α fvv′ thus Eq.(4.1) invariant. From this definition, we have for each vertex v connecting
2 edges e, e′ ⊂ ∂ f
(
g†ve
)−1
ζe f =
∥∥∥Zve′ f ∥∥∥∥∥∥Zve f ∥∥∥ eiφeve′
(
g†ve′
)−1
ζe′ f (4.5)
where φeve′ = φ
f
ev − φ fe′v is invariant under the U(1) gauge transformation of the auxiliary spinor ζe f . By
the anti-linear operator J defined by J(z0, z1)t = (−z¯1, z¯0)t, we have the relation JgJ−1 = (g†)−1 for any
g ∈ SL(2,C). Then the above equation is equivalent to
gve(Jζe f ) =
∥∥∥Zve′ f ∥∥∥∥∥∥Zve f ∥∥∥ e−iφeve′ gve′ (Jζe′ f ) (4.6)
This equation is equivalent to Eq.(4.1) i.e. <(S ) = 0.
By the auxiliary spinor ζe f , Eq.(4.2) i.e. δzv f S = 0, is equivalent to
gveζe f =
||Zve f ||
||Zve′ f ||e
iφeve′ gve′ζe′ f . (4.7)
Finally the closure condition Eq.(4.3) is equivalent to∑
f
εe f (v) j f
〈
ζe f ~σ ζe f
〉
≡
∑
f
εe f (v) j f nˆe f = 0 (4.8)
where nˆe f ≡ nˆζe f and
nˆζ = (ζ0ζ¯1 + ζ1ζ¯0)xˆ − i(ζ0ζ¯1 − ζ1ζ¯0)yˆ + (ζ0ζ¯0 − ζ1ζ¯1)zˆ (4.9)
is a unit 3-vector since ζe f is a normalized spinor.
Introducing the auxiliary spinor ζe f results in a set of equations Eqs.(4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) which is
equivalent to the set of critical equations Eqs.(4.1), (4.2), and (4.3). Thus a solution ( j f , gve, zv f ) of the
critical equations is 1-to-1 corresponding to a solution ( j f , gve, zv f , ζe f ) of Eqs.(4.6), (4.7), and (4.8), with
ζe f determined by Eq.(4.4) up to a phase. However Eqs.(4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) are identical to the critical
equations derived in [8, 11] from a different spinfoam action.
As it was discussed previously, given a normalized 2-spinor ζ, it naturally constructs a null vector ι(ζ)
via ζζ† = 1√
2
ι(ζ)IσI where σI = (1, ~σ). It is straight-forward to check that
ζζ† =
1
2
(1 + ~σ · nˆζ) with nˆζ = (ζ0ζ¯1 + ζ1ζ¯0)xˆ − i(ζ0ζ¯1 − ζ1ζ¯0)yˆ + (ζ0ζ¯0 − ζ1ζ¯1)zˆ (4.10)
nˆζ is a unit 3-vector since ζ is a normalized spinor. Thus we obtain that
ι(ζ) =
1√
2
(1, nˆζ) (4.11)
Similarly for the spinor Jζ, we define the null vector (Jζ)(Jζ)† = 1√
2
ι(Jζ)IσI and obtain that
ι(Jζ) =
1√
2
(1,−nˆζ) (4.12)
It is clear that ι(ζ), ι(Jζ) is independent of the U(1) gauge freedom of ζ. We can write Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7) in
their vector representation
gve B ι(Jζe f ) =
∥∥∥Zve′ f ∥∥∥2∥∥∥Zve f ∥∥∥2 gve′ B ι(Jζe′ f ) and gve B ι(ζe f ) =
∥∥∥Zve f ∥∥∥2∥∥∥Zve′ f ∥∥∥2 gve′ B ι(ζe′ f ) (4.13)
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where g B ι(ζ) is obtained via g B ζζ† = gζζ†g†.
It is obvious that if we construct a bivector5
XIJe f = −2γ j f
[
ι(ζe f ) ∧ ι(Jζe f )
]IJ
(4.14)
Xe f satisfies the parallel transportation condition within a 4-simplex
(gve)IK(gve)
J
LX
KL
e f = (gve′ )
I
K(gve′ )
J
LX
KL
e′ f . (4.15)
We define the bivector XIJf located at each vertex v of the dual face f by the parallel transportation
XIJf (v) := (gve)
I
K(gve)
J
LX
KL
e f . (4.16)
which is independent of the choice of e by the above parallel transportation condition. Then we also have
the parallel transportation relation of XIJf (v)
XIJf (v) = (gvv′ )
I
K(gvv′ )
J
LX
KL
f (v
′). (4.17)
where gvv′ = gvegev′ with gev = g−1ve .
On the other hand, we can write the bivector XIJe f
Xe f ≡ (Xe f )IJ = 2γ j f

0 nˆ1e f nˆ
2
e f nˆ
3
e f
nˆ1e f 0 0 0
nˆ2e f 0 0 0
nˆ3e f 0 0 0
 = 2γ j f nˆe f · ~K (4.18)
where ~K denotes the boost generator of Lorentz Lie algebra sl2C in the bivector representation. The rotation
generator in sl2C is denoted by ~J. The generators in sl2C satisfies the commutation relations [Ji, J j] =
−εi jk Jk, [Ji,K j] = −εi jkKk, [Ki,K j] = εi jk Jk. The relation Xe f = 2γ j f nˆe f · ~K gives a representation of the
bivector in terms of the sl2C lie algebra generators. Moreover it is not difficult to verify that in the spin- 12
representation ~J = i2 ~σ and ~K =
1
2 ~σ. Thus in the spinor representation
Xe f = γ j f ~σ · nˆe f (4.19)
For this sl2C Lie algebra representation of the bivector Xe f , the parallel transportation is represented by the
adjoint action of the Lie group on its Lie algebra. Therefore we have
gveXe f gev = gve′Xe′ f ge′v, X f (v) := gveXe f gev, X f (v) := gvv′X f (v′)gv′v (4.20)
where gve = g−1ev , gv′v = g−1vv′ . We note that the above equations are valid for all the representations of sl2C.
There is a duality map acting on sl2C by ∗ ~J = −~K, ∗~K = ~J with ∗2 = −1. For self-dual/anti-self-dual
bivector ~T± := 12 ( ~J ± i~K), One can verify that ∗~T± = ±i~T±. In the bivector representation, the duality map is
represented by ∗XIJ = 12εIJKLXKL. In the spinor representation, the duality map is represented by ∗X = iX
since ~J = i2 ~σ and ~K =
1
2 ~σ in the spinor representation. From Eq.(4.18), we see that
Xe f = − ∗ (2γ j f nˆe f · ~J) (4.21)
From its bivector representation one can see that
ηIJuI ∗XJKe f = 0, uI = (1, 0, 0, 0). (4.22)
5the pre-factor is a convention for simplifying the notation in the following discussion.
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It motivates us to define a unit vector at each vertex v for each tetrahedron te by
N Ie(v) := (gve)
I
Ju
J (4.23)
Then for all triangles f in the tetrahedron te, N Ie(v) is orthogonal to all the bivectors ∗X f (v) with f belonging
to te.
ηIJ N Ie(v) ∗XJKf (v) = 0. (4.24)
In addition, from the closure constraint Eq.(B.14), we obtain for each tetrahedron te∑
f⊂te
εe f (v)X f (v) = 0. (4.25)
So far the bivectors Xe f and X f (v) are expressed in terms of j f , gve and the auxiliary spinor ζe f . However
they can be expressed in terms of j f , gve and zv f by Eq.(4.4). Firstly by definition
ζe f ζ
†
e f =
g†vezv f z
†
v f gve〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉 = 1 + g†ve(nˆv f ) · ~σ
2
(Jζe f )(Jζe f )† =
g−1ve (Jzv f )(Jzv f )†(g−1ve )†〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉 = 1 − g−1ve (nˆv f ) · ~σ
2
(4.26)
where nˆv f ∈ S 2 is given by nˆv f = 〈zv f ~σ zv f 〉, and gve(nˆv f ) is the representation of SL(2,C) on 2-sphere, which
shouldn’t be confused with the vector representation of Lorentz group. Comparing the above equation with
Eq.(4.10), we have the relation
g†ve(nˆv f ) = nˆe f . (4.27)
Thus the bivector Xe f an be written as
XIJe f = 2γ j f
[
u ∧ nˆe f
]IJ
= 2γ j f
[
u ∧ g†ve(nˆv f )
]IJ
, u = (1, 0, 0, 0)t (4.28)
On the other hand, if we write Xe f = 2γ j f
[
ι(Jζe f ) ∧ ι(ζe f )
]
or we can denote
Xe f = 2γ j f
[
(Jζe f )(Jζe f )† ∧ ζe f ζ†e f
]
= 2γ j f
g−1ve (Jzv f )(Jzv f )†(g−1ve )† ∧ g
†
vezv f z
†
v f gve〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉2
 (4.29)
Then X f (v) = gve B Xe f is given by
X f (v) = 2γ j f
(Jzv f )(Jzv f )† ∧ gveg
†
vezv f z
†
v f gveg
†
ve〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉2
 (4.30)
which is clearly independent of the choice of e and e′ connecting to v by the equation of motion Eq.(4.2).
To summarize, the above analysis shows the following result: Given the data ( j f , gev, zv f ) be a spin-
foam critical configuration that solves the critical equations Eqs.(4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), the data deter-
mine uniquely a set of bivector variables (in the sl2C Lie algebra representation) Xe f (v) with |Xe f (v)| =√
1
2 tr
(
Xe f (v)Xe f (v)
)
= 2γ j f , which satisfies
Xe f (v) = Xe′ f (v) ≡ X f (v), X f (v) := gvv′X f (v′)gv′v,
ηIJ N Ie(v) ∗XJKf (v) = 0,
∑
f⊂te
εe f (v)X f (v) = 0. (4.31)
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where e and e′ are two edges connecting to v, f is the dual face determined by v, e, e′, and N Ie(v) = (gve)IJu
J
with uJ = (1, 0, 0, 0) is a unit vector. Such a result obtained in the above analysis coincides precisely with the
bivector interpretation of critical configuration obtained in [11] (Proposition 2.1). Therefore the geometrical
interpretation of the critical configuration ( j f , gev, zv f ) can be analyzed in the same way as it was done in
[11]. We reproduce the analysis in the next section, in order to set up the notion for the discussion in Sections
6, 7, and 8.
5 Nondegenerate Lorentzian Geometrical Interpretation
Given a spinfoam critical configuration ( j f , gev, zv f ) that solves the critical equations, let’s consider a triangle
f shared by two tetrahedra te and te′ of a 4-simplex σv. There are the simplicity conditions NeI (v)∗XIJe f (v) = 0
and Ne
′
I (v) ∗XIJe′ f (v) = 0 from the viewpoint of the two tetrahedra te and te′ . Recall that Ne(v) = gve B
(1, 0, 0, 0)t. The two simplicity conditions imply that there exists two 4-vectors MIe f (v) and M
I
e f (v) such that
Xe f (v) = Ne(v) ∧ Me f (v) and Xe′ f (v) = Ne′ (v) ∧ Me′ f (v). However we have the gluing condition Xe f (v) =
Xe′ f (v) = X f (v), which implies that Ne′ (v) belongs to the plane spanned by Ne(v),Me f (v), i.e. Ne′ (v) =
ae f Me f (v)+be f Ne(v). In this section we assume the following nondegeneracy condition involving purely the
group variables [10, 11]: For all the choices of four different edges e1, e2, e3, e4 = 1, · · · , 5
det
(
Ne1 (v),Ne2 (v),Ne3 (v),Ne4 (v)
)
, 0, ∀ v (5.1)
then Ne(v),Ne′ (v) cannot be parallel to each other, for all pairs of e, e′, which excludes the case of vanishing
ae f in the above. Denoting αee′ = a−1e f , we obtain that Me f (v) = αee′Ne′ (v) − αee′be f Ne(v). Therefore
X f (v) ≡ Xee′ (v) = αee′ (v) [Ne(v) ∧ Ne′ (v)] (5.2)
for all f shared by te and te′ . If we label the 5 tetrahedra of σv by tei , i = 1, · · · , 5. Then Eq.(5.2) can be
written as Xeie j (v) = αi j(v)
[
Nei (v) ∧ Ne j (v)
]
. Then the closure condition
∑4
j=1 εeie j (v)Xeie j (v) = 0
6 gives that
∀ i = 1, · · · , 5
0 =
4∑
j=1
εeie j (v)αi j(v)
[
Nei (v) ∧ Ne j (v)
]
= Nei (v) ∧
4∑
j=1
εeie j (v)αi j(v)Ne j (v) (5.3)
which implies that for a choice of diagonal element βii(v),
5∑
j=1
βi j(v)Ne j (v) = 0 (5.4)
where we denote βi j(v) := εeie j (v)αi j(v). Here βii(v) must be chosen as nonzero, because if βii(v) = 0, Eq.(5.4)
would reduce to
∑
j,i βi j(v)Ne j (v) = 0, which gives all the coefficients βi j(v) = 0 by linearly independence of
any four Ne(v) (from the nondegeneracy Eq.(5.1)).
Lemma 5.1. Assuming the nondegeneray condition Eq.(5.1), Eq.(5.4) implies a factorization of βi j(v)
βi j(v) = ς(v)βi(v)β j(v) (5.5)
where ς(v) = ±1. Thus we have the following expression of the bivector εeie j (v)Xeie j (v)
εeie j (v)Xeie j (v) = ε˜(v)
(
βi(v)Nei (v)
)
∧
(
β j(v)Ne j (v)
)
(5.6)
Eq.(5.4) then takes the form
5∑
j=1
β j(v)Ne j (v) = 0. (5.7)
6Here εeie j (v) = −εe jei (v) and Xeie j (v) = Xe jei (v).
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βi(v) satisfies the following relation with j f and gve
4γ2 j2f = βe(v)
2βe′ (v)2
[
1 − cosh2 θee′ (v)
]
, cosh θee′ (v) = Ne(v) · Ne′ (v). (5.8)
See Appendix C for a proof.
Now we construct 5 vectors Uei (v) at each vertex v
7 up to a sign ±v globally for all the 5 Ue(v) at v:
UeiI (v) := ±v
βi(v)N
ei
I (v)√|V4(v)|
with V4(v) := det
(
β2(v)Ne2 (v), β3(v)Ne2 (v), β4(v)Ne2 (v), β5(v)Ne2 (v)
)
(5.9)
Any four of the five Uei (v) span a 4-dimensional vector space by the assumption of nondegeneracy. Although
Ne(v) is always future-pointing since Ne(v) = gve(1, 0, 0, 0)t where gve ∈ SL(2,C), the vectors Ue(v) is future-
pointing if ±vβe(v) > 0, and is past-pointing if ±vβe(v) < 0. Moreover Ue(v)’s satisfy
5∑
j=1
Ue j (v) = 0 and
1
V4(v)
= det
(
Ue2 (v),Ue3 (v),Ue4 (v),Ue5 (v)
)
(5.10)
where the 4-simplex closure condition implies that there is at least one future-pointing Ue(v) and one past-
pointing Ue(v) at each v. Now the bivectors can be expressed as
εeie j (v)X
eie j
IJ (v) = ς(v)|V4(v)|
[
Uei (v) ∧ Ue j (v)
]
IJ
= ε(v)V4(v)
[
Uei (v) ∧ Ue j (v)
]
IJ
(5.11)
where ε(v) = ς(v)sgn(V4(v)). The oriented 4-volume V4(v) in general can be either positive or negative for
different 4-simplices.
We construct the inverse Eeie j (v) i, j = 1, · · · , 5 as a collection of space-like 4-vectors, such that
UeiI (v)E
I
e jek (v) = δ
i
j − δik and EIeie j (v) = −EIe jei (v) (5.12)
One can also verify immediately the following “triangle closure condition”
EIe jek (v) + E
I
ekel (v) + E
I
ele j (v) = 0 (5.13)
Inside a 4-simplex σv dual to v, a set of 10 vectors Eeie j (v) i, j = 1, · · · , 5 satisfies the above triangle closure
condition for each triple ( j, k, l) has a geometrical interpretation as a set of edge-vectors of the 4-simplex. An
edge ` can be denoted by its end-points, say p1, p2, i.e. ` = [p1, p2]. There are 5 vertices pi, i = 1, · · · , 5 for
a 4-simplex σv. Then each pi is one-to-one corresponding to a tetrahedron tei of the 4-simplex σv. Therefore
we can denote the oriented edge ` = [p1, p2] also by ` = (e1, e2), once a 4-simplex σv is specified. Thus
we denote by E`(v) ≡ Ee1e2 (v) the edge-vector associated with the edge ` = (e1, e2). The norm of the edge-
vector E`(v) is the edge-length s` := |E`(v)|. Thus we have shown that for each individual 4-simplex, there
exists a set of edge-vector E`(v) with the edge-lengths s` constructed from the spinfoam critical configuration
( j f , gve, zv f ).
In the context of simplical geometry [24], the collection of ten Eee′ (v)’s is called a discrete cotetrad at
the vertex v. We have shown that given a spinfoam critical configuration ( j f , gve, zv f ), there exists a discrete
cotetrad Eee′ (v) at each vertex v, such that the bivector Xee′ (v) can now be expressed by Eee′ (v)
εe4e5 (v)X
IJ
e4e5 (v) = ε(v) ∗
[
Ee1e2 (v) ∧ Ee2e3 (v)
]IJ
(5.14)
which will also be denoted by X f (v) = ε(v) ∗
[
E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)
]
by assuming the orientations of `1, `2 is
compatible with the orientation of f , so that the sign εee′ (v) doesn’t appear. If we take the norm of the
bivector, we obtain
(2γ j f )2 = s2` s
2
`′ sin
2 Φ`,`′ , where cos Φ`,`′ = E`(v) · E`′ (v)/(s`s`′ ) (5.15)
7We denote the dual vector NeI by N
e and the vector N Ie by Ne, and the same convention holds for Ue and U
e.
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By the above relation, we interpret γ j f of the critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) as a triangle area related to the 2
edge-lengths s`, s`′ and the angle Φ`,`′ between `, `′.
So far we have shown the existence of a cotetrad E`(v) characterizing the 4-simplex geometry from the
spinfoam critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ). In order to show the uniqueness of E`(v), we construct the 3-d angles
Ψ f , f ′ (v) ∈ [0, pi] uniquely from the bivectors:
cos Ψ f , f ′ (v) :=
[
εe f (v) ∗X f (v)
]IJ [
εe f (v) ∗X f ′ (v)
]
IJ
4γ2 j f j f ′
(5.16)
By the existence of edge-vectors E`(v) and interpretation of γ j f as the area of the triangle f , the angle
Ψ f , f ′ (v) is the 3-d dihedral angle between the triangles f , f ′ in the tetrahedron te, which satisfies the gluing
constraint and closure constraint in the Area-Angle Regge calculus [23]. If we compute the 2-d angle Φ`,`′
in tetrahedron tek by (We follow the convention in [23] in this formula
8)
cos Φi j,kl =
cos Ψi j,k + cos Ψil,k cos Ψ jl,k
sin Ψil,k sin Ψ jl,k
(5.17)
The gluing constraint in area-angle Regge calculus requires the result should be independent of the two
choice of tetrahedra sharing the triangle, i.e. Φi j,kl = Φi j,lk = Φ`,`′ . Such a constraint is satisfied here by
the existence of edge-vectors E`(v). On the other hand, the area-angle Regge calculus closure constraint
is manifestly satisfied here by the closure condition of bivectors. It is shown in [23] that given the area-
angle variables γ j f and Ψ f , f ′ satisfying the gluing and closure constraint in area-angle Regge calculus9, they
implies a unique set of edge-lengths s` of the 4-simplex. Since the area-angle variables γ j f and Ψ f , f ′ are
uniquely determined by the spinfoam critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ), the spinfoam critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) then
uniquely fix a set of edge-lengths s` of the 4-simplex.
There is an important difference between critical spinfoam variables and length or area-angle varaibles
in Regge calculus. That is, the spinfoam critical configuration ( j f , gve, zv f ) also specifies the orientation of
the geometrical 4-simplex by determining sgn(V4(v)) by the following relation10
V4(v) = det
(
Ee2e1 (v), Ee3e1 (v), Ee4e1 (v), Ee5e1 (v)
)
= −1
2
εe2e3 (v)εe4e5 (v)tr
[
Xe2e3 (v) ∗Xe4e5 (v)
]
. (5.19)
while the Regge calculus variables doesn’t contain such an information. It is discussed in Section 8 that
the spinfoam critical data also partially contain information about the time-orientation of the (simplicial)
spacetime.
Given the uniqueness of the set of edge-lengths s` of the 4-simplex, determined by the critical data
( j f , gve, zv f ), the edge-vectors E`(v) of all the oriented edges ` of the 4-simplex are determined up to a global
O(1,3) transformation acting simultaneously on all E`(v)’s.
• SO+(1, 3): A SO+(1, 3) transformation simultaneously acting on all E`(v)’s results in a global SO+(1, 3)
transformation on all Ue(v)’s thus Ne(v)’s. It corresponds to a SL(2,C) gauge transformation at each
8Ψ jk,i is the 3-d angle determined by the bivectors Xeie j (v) and Xeiek (v). Φi j,kl is the 2-d angle between the edges (pi, p j, pk)
c and
(pi, p j, pl)c, where e.g. (p1, p2, p3)c denotes the edge (p4, p5).
9The nondegenerancy assumption is also required.
10The orientation of a (topological) 4-simplex σv is represented by an ordering of its 5 vertices, i.e. a tuple [p1, · · · , p5]. Two
orientations are opposite to each other if the two orderings are related by an odd permutation, e.g. [p1, p2, · · · , p5] = −[p2, p1 · · · , p5].
We say that two neighboring 4-simplices σ,σ′ are consistently oriented, if the orientation of their shared tetrahedron t induced from
σ is opposite to the orientation induced from σ′. For example, σ = [p1, p2, · · · , p5] and σ′ = −[p′1, p2, · · · , p5] are consistently
oriented since the opposite orientations t = ±[p2, · · · , p5] are induced respectively from σ and σ′. The simplicial complex K is
said to be orientable if it is possible to orient consistently all pair of neighboring 4-simplices. Such a choice of consistent 4-simplex
orientations is called a global orientation. We assume we define a global orientation of the triangulation K . Then for each 4-simplex
σv = [p1, p2, · · · , p5], we define the oriented volume (assumed to be nonvanishing as the nondegeneracy)
V4(v) := det
(
Ee2e1 (v), Ee3e1 (v), Ee4e1 (v), Ee5e1 (v)
)
. (5.18)
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vertex v acting on the critical data, i.e. gve 7→ x†vgve, zv f 7→ x−1v zv f while the auxiliary spinor ζe f is
invariant under such a gauge transformation. In another words, if we gauge-fix the variables gve, zv f in
the critical data, the global SO+(1, 3) transformation on E`(v)’s is not allowed.
• Parity P: If we define E`(v) 7→ E˜`(v) = PE`(v), then Ue(v) 7→ U˜e(v) = PUe(v), the bivector X f (v) 7→
X˜ f (v) = −(P ⊗ P)X f (v), and the oriented 4-volume V4(v) 7→ V˜4(v) = −V4(v). Such a transformation
is not allowed if we specify the critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) since the critical data specifies uniquely the
bivector and the oriented 4-volume. It turns out that the parity inversion E`(v) 7→ E˜`(v) corresponds
to the following transformation between 2 different critical configurations ( j f , gve, zv f ) 7→ ( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f )
with [8, 11]
g˜ve = JgveJ−1 = (g†ve)
−1, z˜v f =
gveg
†
vezv f
||g†vezv f ||2
(5.20)
where on the right hand side of the second relation zv f is assumed to satisfy the critical equations,
especially Eq.(4.2). We call such a transformation a “solution-generating map” since it generates a
new solution of critical equations from a given solution. We discuss in detail the solution-generating
maps in Section 7.
• Parity-Time inversion PT: Globally flipping sign E`(v) 7→ −vE`(v) is allowed by the critical data
( j f , gve, zv f ) because by the previously discussion Ue(v) and E`(v) are defined by the critical data up
to ±v.
Therefore we have shown that a spinfoam critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) uniquely specifies a discrete cotetrad
E`(v) in each 4-simplex, up to a flip of global sign ±v. Then the 5 vectors Ue(v) is also determined up to ±v
by the inverse of E`(v).
The above analysis concerns only a single 4-simplex σv. The critical equation X f (v) = gvv′X f (v′)gv′v has
not been studied yet. Now we consider two neighboring 4-simplices σv, σv′ with their centers v, v′ connected
by a dual edge e. Here we skip the technical details of the analysis but state the result (see [10, 11] for a
proof):
Lemma 5.2. We define a sign εe(v) = ±1 by εe(v) Ue(v)|Ue(v)| = Ne(v). Given an edge e = (v, v′), X f (v) =
gvv′X f (v′)gv′v and εe(v) Ue(v)|Ue(v)| = gvv′εe(v
′) Ue(v
′)
|Ue(v′)| implies that
1. ε(v) = ε(v′) = ε is a global sign on the triangulation.
2. For all edge ` of a triangulation te shared by the 4-simplices σv and σv′ , we have the parallel trans-
portation relation for E`(v) and E`(v′) up to a sign, i.e.
µeE`(v) = gvv′E`(v′) (5.21)
where µe = −εe(v)εe(v′)sgn(V4(v)V4(v′)). If Ωvv′ ∈ SO(4) is the unique discrete spin connection
determined by E`(v), E`(v′), then
gvv′ = µeΩvv′ . (5.22)
Since E`(v) and Ue(v) are determined by the critical data up to ±v, thus the sign εe(v) is determined up to ±v
and µe is determined up to ±v±v′ . The signs unambiguously determined by the critical data are εe(v)εe′ (v)
and
∏
e⊂∂ f µe.
Assuming ( j f , gve, zv f ) is a solution of the critical equations, then the parallel transportation relation of
the resulting cotetrads located at different vertices implies the edge-length s` = |E`(v)| = |E`(v′)| of an edge
shared by 2-simplices σv, σv′ is single-valued and independent of σv-viewpoint or σv′ -viewpoint. Therefore
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there exists a set of edge-lengths s` for all the edges ` of the simplicial complex, such that γ j f are the
triangle areas consistent with the the edge-lengths. However it is well-known that such a result can only be
achieved by a subclass of triangle areas [22]. We thus conclude that the existence of the critical configuration
( j f , gve, zv f ) compatible with the nondegeneracy condition Eq.(5.1) imposes a nontrivial restriction of the
spin configuration j f . We call the allowed spin configurations Regge-like spins, otherwise we call them
Non-Regge-like spins. A Regge-like spin configuration admits critical configurations with nondegenerate
geometrical interpretation, while a non-Regge-like spin configuration doesn’t result in any solution of the
critical equation compatible with nondegeneracy condition Eq.(5.1).
Let’s summarize what we have achieved so far. The above discussion shows that a spinfoam critical con-
figuration ( j f , gve, zv f ), with a Regge-like spin configuration and satisfying the nondegeneracy assumption
Eq.(5.1), determines uniquely a set of data (±vE`(v), ε), where ε = ±1 is a global sign on the triangulation.
The data (±vE`(v), ε) have the following interpretation:
• The set of space-like vectors E`(v) is a discrete cotetrad11 determined up to an overall sign ±v in each
4-simplex, such that the bivectors satisfy
X f (v) = ε ∗ [E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)] (5.24)
where `1, `2 are two edges of the triangle f . ε = ±1 is a global sign on the entire simplical complex.
• An oriented volume can be defined by
V4(v) = det
(
E`1 (v), E`2 (v), E`3 (v), E`4 (v)
)
, (5.25)
and sgn(V4(v)) is understood as an orientation of the corresponding geometrical 4-simplex.
• The norm of the bivector is given by |X f (v)| = 2γ j f . γ j f is interpreted as the area of triangle f ,
measured in the area unit a = λ`2P.
• By the inversion of the cotetrad E`(v) via UeiI (v)EIe jek (v) = δij − δik, we obtain 5 vectors Ue(v) at each
vertex v, which we call a discretized tetrad. We associate a sign εe(v) = ±1 to each vector Ue(v) by
requiring εe(v) = +1 if Ue(v) is future-directed and εe(v) = −1 if Ue(v) is past-directed.
• Given an edge e = (v, v′) dual to a tetrahedron te, for all edges ` of the tetrahedron te
µeE`(v) = gvv′E`(v′). (5.26)
where µe = −εe(v)εe(v′)sgn(V4(v)V4(v′)). Thus a discrete metric can be constructed by
G`1`2 (v) = E`1 (v) · E`2 (v) (5.27)
G`1`2 is independent of the choice of v or its neighbor v′, i.e. G`1`2 (v) = G`1`2 (v′) if `1, `2 are shared by
the two 4-simplices. It also means that the two geometrical 4-simplices induce the same geometry on
the tetrahedron they share. The discrete metric, or essentially the edge-lengths s` =
√G``, determines
a discrete Lorentzian geometry on the simplicial complex.
Note that since E`(v) and Ue(v) are determined by the critical data up to ±v, the sign εe(v) is determined
up to ±v and µe is determined up to ±v±v′ . The signs unambiguously determined by the critical data are
εe(v)εe′ (v) and
∏
e⊂∂ f µe.
11A discrete cotetrad is a set of vectors associated with the all edges of the simplicial complex, satisfying the defining properties (all
the edges ` on the triangulation are oriented)
E−`(v) = −E`(v), E`1 (v) + E`2 (v) + E`3 (v) = 0, `1, `2, `3 form the boundary of a triangle f
E`1 (v) · E`2 (v) = E`1 (v′) · E`2 (v′) ∀`1, `2 ⊂ te shared by σv and σv′ . (5.23)
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6 An Equivalence Theorem
Theorem 6.1. A gauge equivalence class of the spinfoam critical configuration ( j f , gve, zv f ), satisfying the
nondegeneracy assumption Eq.(5.1), is equivalent to a set of geometrical data (±vE`(v), ε) with V4(v) , 0,
where the space-like vectors E`(v) is a nondegenerate discrete cotetrad on the triangulation, determined up
to ±v at each v, satisfying the defining properties (all the edges ` on the triangulation are oriented)
E−`(v) = −E`(v), E`1 (v) + E`2 (v) + E`3 (v) = 0, `1, `2, `3 form the boundary of a triangle f
E`1 (v) · E`2 (v) = E`1 (v′) · E`2 (v′) ∀`1, `2 ⊂ te shared by σv and σv′ . (6.1)
ε = ±1 is a global sign on the entire triangulation.
Proof: The above discussion have shown that a critical configuration ( j f , gve, zv f ) satisfying Eq.(5.1)
implies a nondegenerate (±vE`(v), ε). So we only need to show that a set of data (±vE`(v), ε) with V4(v) , 0
implies a gauge equivalence class of the critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) satisfying Eq.(5.1).
Given a set of data (±vE`(v), ε) (with the sign ambiguity ±v at each v), where E`(v) is a nondegen-
erate discrete cotetrad on the triangulation, we firstly define the geometrical bivector X f (v) by X f (v) :=
ε ∗ [E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)]. Thus γ j f is defined by 12 |X f (v)| which is independent of the choice of v by Eq.(6.2).
A spin connection Ωvv′ ∈ S O(1, 3) is determined uniquely by E`(v) (a proof can be found in [24] see
also [10, 11]) with
E`(v) = Ωvv′E`(v′), ∀` ⊂ te. (6.2)
A discrete tetrad Ue(v), which corresponds to 5 time-like vectors at each v, is given by E`(v) (determined
up to a sign ambiguity ±v at each v) via
UekI (v) =
1
3!V4(v)
∑
l,m,n
ε jklmn(v)εIJKLEJele j (v)E
K
eme j (v)E
L
ene j (v) (6.3)
where the dependence of ε jklmn(v) on v reflects the (topological) orientations on different 4-simplices. For ex-
ample for two neighboring 4-simplices sharing a tetrahedron te0 determined by (p1, p2, p3, p4), then ε01234(v) =
−ε012345(v′), see [11] for a detailed discussion. Therefore given e = (v, v′) dual to a tetrahedron te
− sgn(V4(v)V4(v′)) Ue(v)|Ue(v)| = Ωvv′
Ue(v′)
|Ue(v′)| . (6.4)
We again associate a sign εe(v) = ±1 to each vector Ue(v) by requiring εe(v) = +1 if Ue(v) is future-directed
and εe(v) = −1 if Ue(v) is past-directed12.
We define Ne(v) = εe(v)
Ue(v)
|Ue(v)| (where the ±v ambiguities from εe(v) and Ue(v) cancels) which is a set of
future-pointing time-like unit 4-vectors. We define a sign µe = −εe(v)εe(v′)sgn(V4(v)V4(v′)) associated with
each edge e = (v, v′), and define the spinfoam edge holonomy gvv′ = µeΩvv′ in the vector representation. One
can verify that Ne(v) satisfies Ne(v) = gvv′Ne(v′). Thus gvv′ preserves the time-direction in the Minkowski
space, i.e. gvv′ belongs to the restricted Lorentz group gvv′ ∈ SO+(1, 3).
Given an edge e with v = s(e), v′ = t(e), the 4-vector Ne(v) specifies a point x in the hyperboloid H
of future directed unit time-like vectors in Minkowski space. The point x determines a unique pure boost
gve ∈ SO+(1, 3), such that gve(1, 0, 0, 0)t = Ne(v). Then we define gv′e = gv′vgve where gv′v = g−1vv′ ∈ SO+(1, 3).
It is easy to verify gv′e(1, 0, 0, 0)t = Ne(v′). We can make a gauge transformation by gve 7→ gvehe, gv′e 7→
gv′ehe, he ∈ SU(2), which leaves Ne(v),Ne(v′) invariant. We identify gve, gv′e ∈ SO+(1, 3) to be the vector
representation of the critical spinfoam group variable, modulo the SU(2) gauge transformation on the edge.
12In the asymptotics of the Euclidean EPRL spinfoam amplitude, the sign εe(v) = ±1 has to be an independent variable to characterize
the critical data, since the notion of future/past is not an invariant under the action of SO(4). Thus a Euclidean EPRL/FK critical data
( j f , gve, nˆe f ) is equivalent to the geometrical data (±vE`(v), ε,±vεe(v)).
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When we lift gve, gv′e to SL(2,C), we obtain the ambiguity because SL(2,C) is the double-cover group to
SO+(1, 3). Again such an ambiguity is a discrete gauge freedom of the spinfoam action S .
The bivector X f (v) = ε ∗ [E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)] obviously satisfies the simplicity condition Ne(v) · ∗X f (v) = 0
and the parallel transportation gv′vX f (v)gvv′ = X f (v′). If we define Xe f = gevX f (v)gve = gev′X f (v′)gv′e,
then Xe f satisfies (1, 0, 0, 0)t · ∗Xe f = 0, which implies there exists a unit 3-vector nˆe f ∈ S 2 such that
∗Xe f = 2γ j f nˆe f · ~J if we view Xe f belonging to the Lorentz Lie algebra. Similarly we have ∗Xe′ f = 2γ j f nˆe′ f · ~J
with e′ being the other edge adjacent to v. By the definitions of Xe f , Xe′ f , we have the relation Xe f =
gevgve′Xe′ f ge′vgve. We define two SO(3) rotations Re f ,Re′ f (determined up to U(1)) by
Re f zˆ = nˆe f , Re′ f zˆ = nˆe′ f (6.5)
where zˆ is the unit vector along the spatial z-direction. Then
Re f
(
2γ j f zˆ · ~J
)
R−1e f = gevgve′Re′ f
(
2γ j f zˆ · ~J
)
R−1e′ f ge′vgve (6.6)
Thus R−1e f gevgve′Re′ f ∈ SO+(1, 3) is a Lorentz transformation leaving the xy-plane invariant, i.e. it is a pure
boost in tz-plane and a rotation in xy-plane, i.e.
gevgve′ = Re f eβzˆ·
~K+φzˆ· ~JR−1e′ f , β, φ ∈ R (6.7)
By the complex parametrization of 2-sphere, the unit 3-vectors nˆe f , nˆe′ f define the normalized spinors ζe f , ζe′ f
up to a U(1) phase. Then the rotations Re f ,Re′ f and the boost eβzˆ·
~K are represented on the 2-spinors by the
following SL(2,C) matrices
Re f =
 ζ0e f −ζ¯1e fζ1e f ζ¯0e f
 , Re′ f =  ζ0e′ f −ζ¯1e′ fζ1e′ f ζ¯0e′ f
 , eβzˆ·~K+φzˆ· ~J = ( eβ/2eiφ/2 00 e−β/2e−iφ/2
)
(6.8)
which implies that
gevgve′ζe′ f = eβ/2eiφ/2ζe f , gevgve′ Jζe′ f = e−β/2e−iφ/2Jζe f . (6.9)
From the second above equation, we obtain that (g†ve′ )
−1ζe′ f equals (g†ve)−1ζe f up to a complex rescaling. We
thus construct the critical spinfoam variable zv f by the normalization
zv f = e−iφ
f
e′v
(g†ve′ )
−1ζe′ f
||(g†ve′ )−1ζe′ f ||
= e−iφ
f
ev
(g†ve)−1ζe′ f
||(g†ve)−1ζe f ||
(6.10)
with φ fe′v − φ fev = φ/2. Therefore we have reconstructed the spinfoam data ( j f , gve, zv f ) from the geometrical
data (±vE`(v), ε). It is a straight-forward task to check that the reconstructed spinfoam data does satisfy the
critical equations. 
The above equivalence theorem allows us to study the properties of the spinfoam critical configurations
via its simplicial geometry correspondence.
Proposition 6.2. A Regge-like spin configuration j f on a simplicial complex results in a finite number of
spinfoam critical configurations ( j f , gve, zv f ) satisfying the nondegenercy assumption.
Proof: A spin configuration j f is called Regge-like if there exists a set of edges-lengths s` on the
simplicial complex, such that γ j f are areas expressed by the edge-lengths. In general a Regge-like spin
configuration may result in more than one set of edge-lengths. On a simplicial complex, there are only a
finite number #s of different set of edge-lengths resulting from a Regge-like areas.
Given a set of edge-lengths s`, up to SL(2,C) gauge transformation and global sign ±v, it determines
two cotetrads, E`(v) and its parity inversion E˜`(v) = PE`(v), at each vertex v, as it was discussed in the last
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section. Therefore a set of edge-lengths s` results in 2#v cotetrads on the simplicial complex. Including the
global sign ambiguity ε, less than 2 × 2#v possible geometrical configurations (±vE`(v), ε) are determined
by a set of edge-lengths. The corresponding spinfoam critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) is described by the solution-
generating maps defined in Section 7.
Therefore given a Regge-like spin configuration j f , up to gauge transformation, by Theorem 6.1, the
number of critical configurations ( j f , gve, zv f ) satisfying the nondegenercy assumption is given by 2×2#v×#s.

There are two remarks:
• Note that the local parity inversion P, which transforms a critical configuration to another, flips the lo-
cal spacetime orientations sgn(V4(v)) of the individual 4-simplices. Thus there exists many spinfoam
critical configurations corresponding to the non-uniform spacetime orientation sgn(V4(v)). Given a set
of edge-length implied by j f , there are only 2 critical configurations with uniform spacetime orienta-
tion, i.e. one with sgn(V4(v)) > 0 everywhere and the other with sgn(V4(v)) < 0 everywhere.
• If the simplicial complex has a boundary, it is shown in [11] that the global sign ε is determined by
specifying the 3-dimensional boundary orientation. Therefore in this case only a half of the number
of critical configurations presents.
The above discussion respects the nondegeneracy assumption Eq.(5.1). We have developed the classifi-
cation and counting of the spinfoam critical configurations, which corresponds to nondegenerate Lorentzian
simplicial geometry. For the critical configurations violating Eq.(5.1), the analysis is done by an analog of
the above discussion, combining the corresponding discussion in [11]. Such an analysis is not the main
purpose of this paper and is presented in Appendix D.
7 Solution-Generating Maps
Local Parity Inversion:
As it was mentioned previously, there is a parity transformation P between spinfoam critical configura-
tions with P2 = id
P : ( j f , gve, zv f ) 7→ ( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f ) where g˜ve = JgveJ−1 = (g†ve)−1, z˜v f =
gveg
†
vezv f
||g†vezv f ||2
(7.1)
where the data ( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f ) satisfies the critical equations Eqs.(4.1), (4.2), and (4.3). The definition of z˜v f
is independent of the choice of e because of zv f is a critical variable, thus satisfies Eq.(4.2). Such a parity
transformation was firstly pointed out by Barrett et al in [8] in the asymptotic analysis of the spinfoam vertex
amplitude. An important property of the parity transformation is that the transformation is local, because it
leaves g†vezv f /||g†vezv f || invariant (thus the auxiliary spinor ζe f is invariant). Therefore one may transform the
variables gve, zv f 7→ g˜ve, z˜v f at the vertex v but leave the other variables gv′e, zv′ f at other vertices invariant,
while Eq.(4.1) still holds. We have the relation:
||g˜†vez˜v f || = ||g†vezv f ||−1 (7.2)
Thus P flips between Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7).
Given that the parity transformation P is local, we only need to consider a single 4-simplex in order to
see its geometrical implication. We first consider the unit time-like vector Ne(v) = gve B (1, 0, 0, 0)t. The
relation between Ne(v) and its parity transformation N˜e(v) = g˜ve B (1, 0, 0, 0)t can be shown by using the
Hermitian matrix representation of the vectors V = 1√
2
[V01 + V jσ j], thus
N˜e(v) = g˜veg˜†ve = Jgv f g
†
v f J
−1 = JNe(v)J−1 =
1√
2
[
N0e (v)1 − N je(v)σ j
]
(7.3)
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since J~σJ−1 = −~σ. We denote the parity inversion in (R4, ηIJ) by P = diag(1,−1,−1,−1), then we have
N˜e(v) = PNe(v).
We define the bivectors X˜ f (v) = g˜ve ⊗ g˜ve B X˜e f within the 4-simplices σv, where
X˜IJe f = X
IJ
e f = 2γ j f
[
u ∧ nˆe f
]
u = (1, 0, 0, 0)t (7.4)
since ζe f is invariant under P. Consider the Hermitian matrix representation of nˆe f , the action g˜ve B nˆe f is
given by (note that J2 = −1)
1√
2
g˜ve(nˆe f · ~σ)g˜†ve =
1√
2
JgveJ−1(nˆe f · ~σ)Jg†veJ−1 = −
1√
2
Jgve(nˆe f · ~σ)g†veJ−1 = −
1√
2
Pgve(nˆe f · ~σ)g†ve(7.5)
while we have shown g˜ve B u = P (gve B u), thus we obtain that
X˜ f (v) = −(P ⊗ P)X f (v) (7.6)
Recall the previous construction towards the geometrical interpretation of critical data. Following the same
argument towards Eq.(5.2), we obtain the following relation between the bivectors and N˜e(v)’s constructed
from g˜ve
X˜ f (v) = α˜ee′ (v)N˜e(v) ∧ N˜e′ (v) ⇒ −(P ⊗ P)X f (v) = α˜ee′ (v)PNe(v) ∧ PNe′ (v) (7.7)
Then we have the relation α˜ee′ (v) = −αee′ (v) and β˜ee′ (v) = −βee′ (v), where βee′ (v) = αee′ (v)εee′ (v) and
β˜ee′ (v) = α˜ee′ (v)εee′ (v). Following the same procedure as before, we denote β˜eie j by β˜i j and construct the
closure condition for the 4-simplex σ˜v
5∑
j=1
β˜i j(v)N˜e j (v) = 0 (7.8)
by choosing the nonvanishing diagonal elements β˜ii. Since we have the closure condition
∑5
j=1 βi jNe j (v) = 0,
the parity inversion N˜e(v) = PNe(v), and β˜i j(v) = −βi j(v) for i , j, we obtain that the diagonal elements
β˜ii(v) = −βii(v). Furthermore we can show that β˜i j can be factorized in the same way as in Lemma 5.1
β˜i j(v) = sgn(β˜ j0 j0 (v))β˜i(v)β˜ j(v) β˜ j(v) = β˜ j j0 (v)
/√|β˜ j0 j0 (v)| (7.9)
which results in that
sgn(β˜ j0 j0 (v)) = −sgn(β j0 j0 (v)) and β˜ j(v) = −β j(v) (7.10)
We construct the 4-volume for β˜ j(v)N˜e j (v)
V˜4(v) := det
(
β˜2(v)N˜e2 (v), β˜3(v)N˜e3 (v), β˜4(v)N˜e4 (v), β˜5(v)N˜e5 (v)
)
= −V4(v) (7.11)
since the Minkowski parity inversion flips the sign of oriented 4-volume. Recall the sign factor ε(v) =
sgn(β j0 j0 (v))sgn(V4(v)), then we have for the parity inversion
ε˜(v) = sgn(β˜ j0 j0 (v))sgn(V˜4(v)) = ε(v) (7.12)
Recall that the sign ε(v) is actually independent of v by Lemma 5.2. This result shows that the critical data
( j f , gve, zv f ) and its parity transformation ( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f ) corresponds to an identical global sign factor ε for the
bivector.
The discrete tetrad is defined by Ue(v) = ±v βe(v)Ne(v)√|V4(v)| . U˜e(v) constructed from parity configuration
( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f ) relates Ue(v) from ( j f , gve, zv f ) by a Minkowski parity inversion
U˜e(v) = PUe(v) (7.13)
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The same relation holds for the cotetrad E˜`(v)
E˜`(v) = PE`(v) (7.14)
from the relation U˜e jI (v)E˜
I
ekel (v) = δ
j
k − δ jl . For the geometrical interpretation of bivector
X˜ f (v) = ε V˜4
[
U˜e(v) ∧ U˜e′ (v)
]
and X˜ f (v) = ε ∗
[
E˜`1 (v) ∧ E˜`2 (v)
]
(7.15)
which is consistent because of the relations X˜ f (v) = −(P ⊗ P)X f (v), U˜e(v) = PUe(v), E˜`(v) = PE`(v),
V˜4(v) = −V4(v), and εIJKLPIMPJNPKPPLQ = −εMNPQ. Here we emphasize that the sign factor ε for the parity
configuration ( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f ) is the same as the original configuration ( j f , gve, zv f ), thus is consistent with the
fact that ε is a global sign factor on the entire simplicial complex, i.e. the local parity inversion of the critical
data doesn’t change the sign ε locally.
Now we summarize the geometrical implication of the local parity inversion P. Given a critical data
( j f , gve, zv f ) which is equivalent to the nondegenerate geometrical data (±vE`(v); ε), a parity inversion P
acting locally on the variables at a single vertex v (or several vertices) gives a new critical data ( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f )
where g˜ve , gve, z˜v f , zv f only at v, where the new critical data is equivalent to the geometrical data
(±vPE`(v), {±v′E`(v′)}v′,v; ε) with P the parity inversion on Minkowski space.
Global J-Parity Inversion:
We define another solution-generating map J between critical configurations with J2 = 1 by the follow-
ing
J : ( j f , gve, zv f ) 7→ ( j f , gˇve, zˇv f ) where gˇve = JgveJ−1 = (g†ve)−1, zˇv f = iJzv f (7.16)
for all the gve, zv f variables, which we call a global J-Parity inversion. Such a transformation doesn’t leaves
g†vezv f /||g†vezv f || invariant thus transforms the auxiliary spinor ζe f into
ζˇe f = eiφˇ
f
ev
gˇ†vezˇv f∣∣∣∣∣∣gˇ†vezˇv f ∣∣∣∣∣∣ = iJ
e−iφˇ fev g†vezv f∣∣∣∣∣∣g†vezv f ∣∣∣∣∣∣
 = iJζe f (7.17)
if we ask φˇ fev = −φ fev. Here we also use the relation that 〈JZ, JZ′〉 = 〈Z′,Z〉, i.e. J is anti-unitary. It is straight-
forward to check the critical equations Eqs.(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are invariant if we change αvv′ 7→ αˇ fvv′ =
−α fvv′ . It means that given a solution ( j f , gve, zv f ) of the critical equation with the phase eiα
f
vv′ in Eq.(4.1), the
map J gives a new solution ( j f , gˇve, zˇv f ) of the critical equation with the phase e−iα
f
vv′ in Eq.(4.1). Moreover
such a transformation must act globally on all the gve, zv f variables in order to make Eq.(4.1) invariant.
Since the expression of gˇve is the same as g˜ve in the above parity transformation P, the unit time-like
vector Ne(v) transforms in the same way as above, i.e.
Ne(v) 7→ Nˇe(v) = PNe(v) (7.18)
where P is the parity inversion on Minkowski spacetime. However the bivectors Xe f don’t transform in the
same way as above, because nˆe f 7→ −nˆe f since ζe f 7→ iJζe f by the action of J. So here we have
Xe f 7→ Xˇ f (v) = (P ⊗ P)X f (v) (7.19)
which implies βˇee′ = βee′ thus sgn(βˇ j0 j0 ) = sgn(β j0 j0 ). On the other hand, since Nˇe(v) = PNe(v), the oriented
4-volume flips its sign Vˇ4(v) = −V4(v). Therefore we obtain that the global sign ε flips by the action of J,
i.e.
ε 7→ εˇ = −ε (7.20)
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which is consistent with the fact that the J-parity inversion J is defined globally on all the gve, zv f variables.
By the same construction as above, we obtain the tetrad and cotetrad transformed by J-parity inversion
J is the same as the ones transformed by the parity inversion P, i.e.
Uˇe(v) = PUe(v), Eˇ`(v) = PE`(v) (7.21)
Then the bivector is expressed as
Xˇ f (v) = εˇ Vˇ4
[
Uˇe(v) ∧ Uˇe′ (v)
]
= ε V4 [PUe(v) ∧ PUe′ (v)]
Xˇ f (v) = εˇ ∗
[
Eˇ`1 (v) ∧ Eˇ`2 (v)
]
= −ε ∗ [PE`1 (v) ∧ PE`2 (v)] . (7.22)
As a result, we summarize the geometrical implication of the global J-parity inversion J. Given a critical
data ( j f , gve, zv f ) which is equivalent to the nondegenerate geometrical data (±vE`(v); ε), a global J-parity
inversion J acting globally on all the gve, zv f variables gives a new critical data ( j f , gˇve, zˇv f ), where the new
critical data is equivalent to the geometrical data (±vPE`(v);−ε) with P the parity inversion on Minkowski
space.
As it was mentioned in the proof of Proposition 6.2, given a set of edge-lengths implied by the Regge-
like j f , there are in total 2#v × 2 spinfoam critical configurations satisfying the nondegeneracy conditions
Eq.(5.1). It is shown above that given any one of these 2#v × 2 spinfoam critical configurations, all the others
can be completely generated by the solution-generating maps: local parity inversion P and global J-parity
inversion J. It is shown in the following commutative diagram:
Local Parity Inversion P
( j f , gve, zv f )⇔ (±vE`(v); ε) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ( j f , g˜ve, z˜v f )⇔ (±vPE`(v); ε)
↓ ↓
Global J-Parity Inversion J Global J-Parity Inversion J
↓ ↓
( j f , gˇve, zˇv f )⇔ (±vPE`(v);−ε) −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ( j f , ˇ˜gve, ˇ˜zv f )⇔ (±vE`(v);−ε)
Local Parity Inversion P
(7.23)
where the local parity P and global J-parity J indeed commute to each other since ˇ˜gve = ˜ˇgve = gve and
˜ˇzv f =
gˇvegˇ
†
vezˇv f
||gˇ†vezˇv f ||2
= iJ
gveg†vezv f||g†vezv f ||2
 = iJz˜v f = ˇ˜zv f . (7.24)
We remark that the global J-parity inversion, as a symmetry of the critical equations, is broken explicitly
by the boundary of the spinfoam amplitude, when we impose an orientation of the boundary, because it is
shown in [11] that the boundary orientation fix the sign ambiguity ε13.
8 Time-Oriented Critical Configurations
The equivalent relation between spinfoam critical configurations and simplicial geometries described in The-
orem 6.1 allows us to study the spacetime time-orientation in the context of large spin spinfoam asymptotics.
In standard GR, given a 4-dimensional spacetime with a spacetime-orientation (M, gαβ, αβµν), its ori-
ented orthonormal frame bundle is a principal fiber bundle with structure group SO(1, 3) where the orthonor-
mal basis satisfies αβµνeα0 e
β
1e
µ
2e
ν
3 > 0. Given a 4-dimensional spacetime with both a spacetime-orientation
13It can also be seen by the fact that ζe f is the boundary data if there is a boundary of spinfoam, while the global J-parity inversion
transform ζe f 7→ iJζe f .
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and a time-orientation (M, gαβ, αβµν,T ) where T is a time-function, its oriented and time-oriented orthonor-
mal frame bundle is a principle fiber bundle with structure group SO+(1, 3) or SL(2,C), since the orthonor-
mal basis has an additional constraint eα0∇αT < 0. Then in order to preserve the spacetime-orientation and
time-orientation of the orthonormal basis, the holonomies of any path is a group element in SL(2,C).
For a spinfoam critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) equivalent to the geometrical data (±vE`(v), ε), its spacetime-
orientation is specified by sgn(V4(v)). Since we have the parallel transportation E`(v) = Ωvv′E`(v) with the
spin connection Ωvv′ = µegvv′ (µe = −εe(v)εe(v′)sgn(V4(v)V4(v′))), then as an analog of the standard GR
case, it seems we should require the spin connection Ωvv′ belongs to SO+(1, 3) to define a discrete analog
of time-oriented spacetime. However such a requirement doesn’t make sense in our context because the
discrete cotetrad E`(v) is only determined up to the sign ambiguity ±v. Thus Ωvv′ also has a sign ambiguity
which ruins the requirement that Ωvv′ ∈ SO+(1, 3). Therefore we have to look for the quantity which is free
of the ±v-ambiguity. A good candidate is the loop holonomy of spin connection Ω f = ~∏e⊂∂ f Ωe along the
boundary of a dual face. So we make the following definition:
Definition 8.1. Considering a spinfoam critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) equivalent to the nondegenerate geomet-
rical data (±vE`(v), ε):
(1) Given a region R in the simplicial complex with a constant spacetime orientation sgn(V4(v)), the
region R is time-oriented if for all the faces f in the region, the loop holonomy of spin connection Ω f
belongs to SO+(1, 3).
(2) Since the spinfoam variable gve always belongs to SL(2,C), then an equivalent definition is that for
all the faces f in the region R14 ∏
e⊂∂ f
µe =
∏
e⊂∂ f
[−εe(v)εe(v′)] = 1 (8.1)
Recall that εe(v) = +1 or −1 if the discrete tetrad Ue(v) is future-pointing or past-pointing in the Minkowski
space.
In order to construct the oriented and time-oriented spacetime region as a spinfoam critical configu-
ration, we define a nondegenerate discrete time-like tetrad Ue(v) at each vertex satisfying
∑
e Ue(v) = 0
(specifying a tetrad Ue(v) is equivalent to specifying a cotetrad E`(v)), and we ask
1. For each vertex v in a region R, the (inverse) 4-volume 1V4(v) = det (Ue2 (v),Ue3 (v),Ue4 (v),Ue5 (v)) is
uniformly positive (or uniformly negative).
2. For each edge e connecting v, v′ in R, the two time-like vectors Ue(v) and Ue(v′) contain one future-
pointing vector and one past-pointing vector.
The above second requirement immediately implies that [−εe(v)εe(v′)] = 1 thus Eq.(8.1) is satisfied for the
tetrad Ue(v) on the simplicial subcomplex R. Eq.(8.1) is certainly not going to be violated if we implement
the ambiguity ±v to Ue(v) at each individual vertex. If E`(v) is the cotetrad uniquely determined by the tetrad
Ue(v) satisfying the above requirements (up to ±v), then by the equivalence theorem 6.1. The spinfoam
critical data ( j f , gve, zv f ) equivalent to (±vE`(v), ε) is a spinfoam analog of the oriented and time-oriented
spacetime in the region R.
9 Critical Action
The spinfoam action S evaluated at the critical configuration ( j f , gve, zv f ), written on the exponential eS (x0),
is the overall factor in the asymptotic expansion given in Theorem 3.1, and gives the leading contribution
14The definition Eq.(8.1) may be understood as a generalization of condition eα0∇T < 0 to our context, once we consistently choose
a future-direction in the internal Minkowski space where Ue(v) lives.
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to the asymptotic series. The asymptotic expansion develops a perturbation theory of the partial amplitude
A j f (K) from the vacuum ( j f , gve, zv f ). Here we consider the critical action at a physical vacuum, which
is a spinfoam critical configuration corresponding to an oriented, time-oriented, non-degenerate Lorentzian
simplical geometry.
The spinfoam action S can be written as a sum of face actions S f , which are evaluated at the critical
configuration solving Eqs.(4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) or Eqs.(4.6), (4.7), and (4.8):
S f = 2iγ j f
∑
v∈∂ f
ln
||Zve′ f ||
||Zve f || − 2i j f
∑
v∈∂ f
φeve′ = −2i j f
γ∑
v∈∂ f
θeve′ +
∑
v∈∂ f
φeve′
 (9.1)
where we have denoted ||Zve f ||/||Zve′ f || := eθeve′ . Recall Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7), and consider the following
successive actions on (ζe f , Jζe f ) of ge′vgve along the entire boundary of the face f
←−−∏
v∈∂ f
ge′vgve
(
ζe f , Jζe f
)
=
(
e
∑
v θeve′+i
∑
v φeve′ ζe f , e−
∑
v θeve′−i ∑v φeve′ Jζe f ) (9.2)
So if we consider (ζe f , Jζe f ) is an SU(2) matrix, we obtain the expression of the loop holonomy G f (e) =←−∏
v∈∂ f ge′vgve
G f (e) = exp
∑
v∈∂ f
(θeve′ + iφeve′ ) ~σ · nˆe f
 . (9.3)
where nˆe f = 〈ζe f |~σ|ζe f 〉.
We have the following identities
ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + ~σ · nˆe f
)
G f (e)
]
=
∑
v∈∂ f
θeve′ + i
∑
v∈∂ f
φeve′
ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + ~σ · nˆe f
)
G†f (e)
]
=
∑
v∈∂ f
θeve′ − i
∑
v∈∂ f
φeve′ (9.4)
by using the properties of Pauli matrices: (~σ · nˆ)2k = 12×2 and (~σ · nˆ)2k+1 = ~σ · nˆ. Insert these relations into
the expression of the face action S f
S f = −(iγ + 1) j f ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + ~σ · nˆe f
)
G f (e)
]
− (iγ − 1) j f ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + ~σ · nˆe f
)
G†f (e)
]
(9.5)
We define the following variables by making a parallel transport to a vertex v
Xˆ f (v) := gve~σ · nˆe f gev Xˆ†f (v) := g†ev~σ · nˆe f g†ve
G f (v) := gveG f (e)gev G
†
f (v) := g
†
evG f (e)g
†
ve (9.6)
From Eq.(4.19) Xˆ f (v) is related to the bivector X f (v) by Xˆ f (v) = X f (v)/γ j f . Clearly the definition of Xˆ f (v)
is independent of the choice of e by the discussion in Section 4. In terms of Xˆ f (v) and G f (v), the critical face
action is written as
S f = −(iγ + 1) j f ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + Xˆ f (v)
)
G f (e)
]
− (iγ − 1) j f ln tr
[
1
2
(
1 + Xˆ†f (v)
)
G†f (e)
]
(9.7)
According to the geometrical interpretation of the critical data, there exists a unique cotetrad E`(v) up to ±v,
such that the bivector Xˆ f (v) is written as
Xˆ f (v) = 2ε
∗E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)
| ∗ E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)|
(9.8)
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and the spinfoam edge holonomy gvv′ equals to the spin connection Ωvv′ up to a sign µe, i.e. gvv′ = µeΩvv′ .
We assume that the critical data corresponds to a time-oriented spacetime, then
∏
e⊂∂ f µe = 1. Thus we have
G f (v) = Ω f (v) =
←−−−−−∏
(v,v′)⊂∂ f
Ωvv′ . (9.9)
Therefore the spinfoam loop holonomy at the critical point satisfies
G f (v)E`(v) = E`(v) (9.10)
for the three edges ` of the triangle f . The spinfoam loop holonomy G f (v) ∈ SO+(1, 3) then can only be a
pure boost leaving the triangle f invariant. Then G f (v) can be expressed as
G f (v) = exp
[ ∗E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)
| ∗ E`1 (v) ∧ E`2 (v)|
Θ f
]
= eε
1
2 Θ f Xˆ f (v) (9.11)
where Θ f is the Regge deficit angle15 determined by the geometry E`(v) [24]
Inserting the expression of G f (v) into Eq.(9.7), we obtain the expression of critical action16
S = −iε
∑
f
γ j f Θ f (9.12)
which is the Lorentzian Regge action for discrete GR if γ j f is identified to be the area. Such a result including
the geometrical interpretation has the following meaning: if we consider perturbation expansion of the
partial amplitude A j(K) developed from a vacuum, and let the vacuum be a spinfoam critical configuration
( j f , gve, zv f ) equivalent to a globally oriented, time-oriented, nondegenerate geometry, the leading order of
the perturbative expansion is an exponential of Regge action in GR. All the corrections to the Regge action
from non-critical configurations in A j(K) is classified in the 1/λ-corrections.
We refer to [11] for the critical action at a generic spinfoam critical configuration corresponding to
non-globally oriented, or time-nonoriented spacetime, as well as the degenerate situation. In all the un-
physical situations, the critical action doesn’t precisely give a Lorentzian Regge action, but the following
modifications:
Time-Nonoriented: If the critical data doesn’t correspond to a globally time-oriented simplicial spacetime,
the critical action contains a term in addition to the Regge action
S Time-Nonoriented = −iεpi
∑
f
j f n f (9.13)
where n f = 1 if the time-orientation condition is violated at a face f , i.e.
∏
e⊂∂ f µe = −1, otherwise
n f = 0.
Spacetime-Nonoriented: In general for a region with uniform spacetime orientation sgn(V4) is either +1
or −1, the critical action is given by sgn(V4)S . Thus for a critical data with non-uniform sgn(V4), one
has to make a partition of the simplicial complex into regions {RI}I , such that sgn(V4) is a constant on
each region RI . Then the critical action is given by a sum ∑I sgn(V4)RI S
Euclidean: If the nondegenerate assumption Eq.(5.1) is violated by the critical data, and the critical data is
classified to be Type-A, the critical action is an analog of Euclidean Regge action (with the modifica-
tions) S = −isgn(V4)ε
[∑
f j f ΘEf + pi
∑
f j f n f
]
if j f is identified to be the area.
15Θ f being the Regge deficit angle relies on the assumption that the critical data corresponds to a globally oriented discrete spacetime,
i.e. sgn(V4(v)) is a constant in the region we are interested in. See [11] for a detailed discussion.
16In case that there is a boundary of the spinfoam, the critical action at a physical vacuum has an additional Regge boundary term,
i.e. S = −iε∑ f γ j f Θ f − iε∑ f γ j f ΘBf , where ΘBf is the 4-d dihedral angle between the corresponding boundary tetrahedra. Here the
global sign ε is either +1 or −1 is fixed by the 3-d orientation from boundary data.
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Vector Geometry: If the nondegenerate assumption Eq.(5.1) is violated by the critical data, and the critical
data is classified to be Type-B, the critical action can be written as S = −i ∑ f j f Φ f where Φ f is an
3-d rotation angle determined by the vector geometry.
10 Conclusion
In the paper, a new path integral representation of the Lorentzian EPRL spinfoam amplitude is derived from
the group-representation-theoretic definition of the model in [13]. The new path integral representation, as
well as the new spinfoam action, are the starting point to study the large spin asymptotics of the spinfoam
amplitude via the stationary phase approximation.
Furthermore we develop the analysis of the spinfoam large spin asymptotics from [11]. We clarity that
in the large spin regime, there is an equivalence between the spinfoam critical configuration (with certain
nondegeneracy assumption) and the classical Lorentzian simplicial geometry. Such an equivalence rela-
tion allows us to classify and count the spinfoam critical configurations by their geometrical interpretations.
There are two types of solution-generating maps completely generating all the geometric critical configu-
rations, where one type of the solution-generating maps is the (local) parity inversion firstly discussed in
[8].
On the other hand, the equivalence between spinfoam critical configuration and simplical geometry also
allows us to define the notion of globally oriented and time-oriented spinfoam critical configuration. It is
shown that only at a globally oriented and time-oriented spinfoam critical configuration, the leading order
contribution of spinfoam large spin asymptotics gives precisely an exponential of Lorentzian Regge action.
At all other critical configurations, spinfoam large spin asymptotics modifies the Regge action at the leading
order approximation.
It is interesting to compare the spinfoam action proposed in the present paper and the one used in [11].
Such an comparison is done in Appendix E, where we argue the spinfoam action Eq.(2.21) proposed here is
preferred since the other one in [11] may in danger of some degeneracy. Such a degeneracy doesn’t appear in
the spinfoam action here. Through the comparison, we see the efficiency of the path integral representation
defined here by a reduced number of degrees of freedom. The path integral representation proposed here
may also be viewed as resulting from the one in [11] by integrating out the ξe f spinors (relating to the normal
of a triangle). The variables in the path integral representation has the geometric meaning as the case in [11],
which is clarified in the asymptotic analysis in this paper.
Finally we emphasize that the present paper only deals with the spinfoam partial amplitude with a fixed
spin configuration. The semiclassical analysis taking into account summing over spins is carried out in the
companion papers [14, 15], which leads to a 2-parameter expansion of the spinfoam amplitude.
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A Algebraic Preliminaries: Principal Series of SL(2,C)
Following the book by W. Ru¨hl [16], we give here an overview of the principal series representations of
SL(2,C), realized on functions on SU(2).
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We consider the non-compact group SL(2,C) of complex matrices of determinant 1
S L(2,C) =
{
g =
(
a c
b d
)
a, b, c, d ∈ C ad − bc = 1
}
. (A.1)
The principal series are infinite dimensional unitary irreducible representations of SL(2,C) indexed by a half
integer k and a real parameter ν. These representations are not equivalent except Hk,ν ' H−k,−ν, so that we
restrict our attention to non negative k.
Hk,ν is conveniently described in terms of functions on the compact group SU(2),
S U(2) =
{
h =
(
v¯ −u¯
u v
)
u, v ∈ C |u|2 + |v|2 = 1
}
. (A.2)
Complex valued functions on SU(2) equipped with the L2 scalar product derived from the Haar measure
form a Hilbert space L2(SU(2)). Using the Peter-Weyl theorem, any such function can be expanded on the
Wigner matrices
F(h) =
∑
j∈N/2,
m,n∈{− j,− j+1,..., j}
f jm,nD
j
m,n(h). (A.3)
The matrix elements obey the Schur orhogonality relations∫
S U(2)
dh D jm,n(h)D
j′
m′,n′ (h) =
1
d j
δ j, j
′
δm,nδm′,n′ , (A.4)
with d j = 2 j + 1. As a Hilbert space, Hk,ν is the subspace of L2(SU(2)) made of functions obeying the
covariance condition
F(γh) = e2ikφF(h) for any γ =
(
eiφ 0
0 e−iφ
)
∈ S U(2). (A.5)
Since D jm,n(γ) = δm.ne2imφ, the covariance condition (A.5) restricts the summation in (A.3) to m = k, hence
j ≥ k with 2 j and 2k having the same parity. An orthonormal basis of Hk,ν is therefore made of a subset of
Wigner matrices, considered as functions of h,
〈h| j,m〉Hk,ν =
√
d j D
j
k,m(h), m ∈ {− j, · · · , j}, k ≤ j, (A.6)
where we used the subscriptHk,ν to distinguish this basis from the standard basis | j,m〉 of the spin j represen-
tation of SU(2). Consequently, as a representation of SU(2) (an SU(2) element acting by right multiplication
on the argument of F), it decomposes as
Hk,ν =
⊕
j−k ∈N
H j (A.7)
with H j the standard spin j representation of SU(2). This is the action of the subgroup SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C).
Note that SU(2) does not see the real parameter ν.
To define the action of SL(2,C), let us first note that any g ∈ SL(2,C) can be written as
g = kh (A.8)
with h ∈ S U(2) and k ∈ K, where K is the S L(2,C) subgroup
K =
{
k =
(
λ−1 µ
0 λ
)
, λ ∈ C∗, µ ∈ C
}
. (A.9)
Explicitly, this decomposition reads (
a c
b d
)
=
(
λ−1 µ
0 λ
) (
v¯ −u¯
u v
)
(A.10)
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with
λ = eiφ(|b|2 + |d|2)1/2, µ = au + cv,
u =
e−iφb
(|b|2 + |d|2)1/2 , v =
e−iφd
(|b|2 + |d|2)1/2 . (A.11)
and eiφ an arbitrary phase. As an aside, let us note that the decomposition (A.8) yields the isomorphism of
cosets
SL(2,C)/K ' SU(2)/U(1) ' S 2. (A.12)
Moreover, since h = k−1g is unitary, (h−1)† = h, it is useful to notice that
k−1g = k†(g−1)†. (A.13)
To define the SL(2,C) action onHk,ν, let us write for any h ∈ SU(2) and g ∈ SL(2,C)
hg = kg(h)hg(h) (A.14)
using the decomposition (A.8) for hg, with kg(h) ∈ K and hg(h) ∈ SU(2). Then, the action of g on F ∈ Hk,ν
reads17
g · F[h] = [λg(h)]−k+iν−1[λg(h)]k+iν−1F[hg(h)] (A.15)
Thanks to the covariance condition (A.5), the phase ambiguity in the decomposition (A.8) is irrelevant.
Therefore, we choose φ = 0 so that λg(h) is real. In this case λ2g(h) is nothing but the upper left corner of the
matrix (kg(h)−1)†k−1g (h) = h(g−1)†g−1h†, so that
λg(h) =
[
〈 12 , 12 |h(g−1)†g−1h†| 12 , 12 〉
] 1
2 (A.16)
with | j,m〉 the standard basis of the spin j representation of S U(2).
B Critical Equations
In this section we derive the critical equations S ′ = 0 and<(S ) = 0. First of all, in order to apply Theorem
3.1(A) to the spinfoam action S , we must show that the spinfoam action S satisfies <(S ) ≤ 0. It can be
proven by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality | 〈χ, ψ〉 |2 ≤ 〈χ, χ〉 〈ψ, ψ〉:
<(S ) =
∑
(e, f )
ln
∣∣∣∣〈Zve f ,Zv′e f 〉∣∣∣∣2〈
Zv′e f ,Zv′e f
〉 〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 ≤ 0 (B.1)
The critical equation <(S ) = 0 is equivalent to the condition that Zve f ,Zv′e f are proportional to each other
with complex coefficient, i.e.
g†vezv f∣∣∣∣∣∣Zve f ∣∣∣∣∣∣ = eiα fvv′ g
†
v′ezv′ f∣∣∣∣∣∣Zv′e f ∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (B.2)
There are two types of equation of motion, i.e. δzv f S = 0 and δgve S = 0. First of all we compute the
variation of S with respect to the CP1-spinor zv f . Given a spinor zα = (z0, z1)t, zα and (Jz)α = (−z¯1, z¯0)t is a
basis of the space C2 of 2-component spinors, and 〈z, Jz〉 = 0 with respect to the Hermitian inner product.
The variation of zv f can be written in general by
δzv f = εv f Jzv f + ωv f zv f (B.3)
17k and ν are multiplied by 2 with respect to convention of [16], for notational convenience
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where ε, ω are complex number. Because of the gauge transformation zv f 7→ λzv f , λ ∈ C, we can choose a
partial gauge fixing that
〈
zv f , zv f
〉
= 1, which gives
〈
δzv f , zv f
〉
= −
〈
zv f , δzv f
〉
. Thus we obtain ωv f = iηv f
with a real number ηv f . Then we have (v = s(e) = t(e′))
δzv f S = 2 j f
ε¯v f
〈
Jzv f , gveZt(e)e f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zt(e)e f
〉 + 2 j f εv f
〈
gve′Zs(e′)e′ f , Jzv f
〉〈
Zs(e′)e′ f ,Zve′ f
〉
+(iγ − 1) j f
ε¯v f
〈
Jzv f , gveZve f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 + (iγ − 1) j f εv f
〈
gveZve f , Jzv f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉
−(iγ + 1) j f
ε¯v f
〈
Jzv f , gve′Zve′ f
〉〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 − (iγ + 1) j f εv f
〈
gve′Zve′ f , Jzv f
〉〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 (B.4)
which can be simplified by using Eq.(B.2)
δzv f S = (iγ + 1) j f
ε¯v f
〈
Jzv f , gveZve f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 + (iγ − 1) j f εv f
〈
gveZve f , Jzv f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉
−(iγ + 1) j f
ε¯v f
〈
Jzv f , gve′Zve′ f
〉〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 − (iγ − 1) j f εv f
〈
gve′Zve′ f , Jzv f
〉〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 . (B.5)
Then δzv f S implies that 〈
Jzv f , gveZve f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 = 〈Jzv f , gve′Zve′ f 〉〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 (B.6)
Because zv f and Jzv f is a basis of the space C2 of 2-component spinors, and 〈zv f , gveZve f 〉||Zve f ||−2 =
〈zv f , gve′Zve′ f 〉||Zve′ f ||−2 is a trivial identity, we obtain the equation of motion
gveg
†
vezv f〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 = gve′g†ve′zv f〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 . (B.7)
We compute the equation of motion corresponding to the variation with respect to the group variables
gve. Let’s assume that v = s(e), the case v = t(e) follows similarly. Consider the following variation of the
group variables:
gve → gve − δgve with δgve = gveA†ve, (B.8)
where Ave ∈ sl2C is a traceless 2 × 2 complex matrix. Then we compute the following variations:
δ
(
ln
〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉)
= −
〈
g†vezv f
∣∣∣Ave + A†ve∣∣∣g†vezv f 〉〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉 (B.9)
and
δ
(
ln
〈
g†v′ezv′ f , g
†
vezv f
〉)
= −
〈
g†v′ezv′ f
∣∣∣Ave∣∣∣g†vezv f 〉〈
g†v′ezv′ f , g
†
vezv f
〉 = −〈g†vezv f ∣∣∣Ave∣∣∣g†vezv f 〉〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉
δ
(
ln
〈
g†vezv f , g
†
v′ezv′ f
〉)
= −
〈
g†vezv f
∣∣∣A†ve∣∣∣g†v′ezv′ f 〉〈
g†vezv f , g
†
v′ezv′ f
〉 = −〈g†vezv f ∣∣∣A†ve∣∣∣g†vezv f 〉〈
g†vezv f , g
†
vezv f
〉 (B.10)
once we have used Eq.(B.2) to replace g†v′ezv′ f in terms of g
†
vezv f .
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We introduce the incidence matrix εe f (v) such that
εe f (v) =

0 if v < ∂ f
1 if v = t(e) with e ∈ ∂ f
−1 if v = s(e) with e ∈ ∂ f
(B.11)
εe f (v) satisfies the following relations:
εe f (v) = −εe′ f (v) and εe f (v) = −εe f (v′). (B.12)
Then, the variation of the action reads
δgve S = −
∑
f
j f εe f (v)
〈
Zve f
[
Ave − A†ve + iγ(Ave + A†ve)
]
Zve f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 (B.13)
Since Ave =
∑3
j=1 θ
j
veσ j where θ
j
ve are complex parameters and ~σ are Pauli matrices. Then the action S is
stationary with respect to the variation of gve if and only if∑
f
j f εe f (v)
〈
Zve f ~σ Zve f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 = 0. (B.14)
Finally note that if we consider v = t(e) instead of v = s(e), we obtain the same equation thanks to Eq.(B.2).
Given a normalized 2-spinor z (recall our partial gauge fixing condition 〈z, z〉 = 1), it determines a null
vector ι(z) ≡ 1√
2
(1, nˆz) via zz† =
1+nˆz·~σ
2 where nˆz ∈ S 2 is a unit 3-vector. The SL(2,C) action gzz†g†, g ∈
SL(2,C) gives the Lorentz transformation of the null vector ι(z). If we make the following normalzation
gzz†g†
〈gz, gz〉 =
1 + g(nˆz) · ~σ
2
where g(nˆz) =
〈
gz ~σ gz
〉
〈gz, gz〉 (B.15)
g(nˆz) gives the action of SL(2,C) on 2-sphere. Therefore the equation of motion Eq.(B.14) implies
g†ve
∑
f
εe f (v) j f nˆv f
 = 0 i.e. ∑
f
εe f (v) j f nˆv f = 0 (B.16)
where nˆv f ≡ nˆzv f . We call this relation the closure condition. The closure condition determines uniquely a
convex geometrical tetrahedron whose face triangles f have the oriented areas j f nˆv f , up to a SO(3) rotation
and a uniformly rescaling [20, 21].
C Proof of Lemma 5.1
The result in Lemma 5.1 was firstly shown in [10]. Let’s construct the following relation:
0 = βkm(v)
5∑
j=1
βl j(v)Ne j (v) − βlm(v)
5∑
j=1
βk j(v)Ne j (v) =
∑
j,m
[
βkm(v)βl j(v) − βlm(v)βk j(v)
]
Ne j (v) (C.1)
Since we assume the nondegeneray condition Eq.(5.1), any four of the five Ne(v) are linearly independent.
Thus
βkm(v)βl j(v) = βlm(v)βk j(v) (C.2)
Let us pick one j0 for each 4-simplex, and choose l = j = j0. We obtain the following because β j j(v) is
nonzero
βkm(v) =
βk j0 (v)βm j0 (v)
β j0 j0 (v)
. (C.3)
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Therefore we have the factorization of βi j(v)
βi j(v) = ς(v)βi(v)β j(v) (C.4)
where β j(v) = β j j0 (v)
/√∣∣∣β j0 j0 (v)∣∣∣ and ς(v) = sgn(β j0 j0 (v)) which is a constant sign within a 4-simplex σv.
So far it seems that the value of β j(v) and ς(v) depends on the choice of the dual edge e j0 connecting
to v. However we show in the following analysis that such a dependence doesn’t affect the geometrical
interpretation.
D Degenerate Geometrical Interpretation
The previous discussion respects the nondegeneracy assumption Eq.(5.1). In this section we briefly discuss
the case when Eq.(5.1) is violated, i.e. we consider a lower dimensional subspace of spinfoam configurations
( j f , gve, zv f ) given by
det
(
Ne1 (v),Ne2 (v),Ne3 (v),Ne4 (v)
)
= 0 (D.1)
for some choices of 4 different edges. We can construct the bivectors by using the group variables satisfying
Eq.(D.1) as we did before. However it is shown in [8] that the bivectors in each simplex are contained in
a 3-dimensional subspace orthogonal to (1, 0, 0, 0)t, once Eq.(D.1) is satisfied. It means that all the unit
vectors Ne(v) are parallel and equal to (1, 0, 0, 0)t and the critical group variables gve belong to SU(2). Thus
the critical equation Eq.(4.2) becomes a trivial equation, while the other critical equations Eqs.(4.1) and (4.3)
reduce to
g−1ve zv f = e
iα fvv′ g−1v′ezv′ f , and
∑
f
j f εe f (v)
〈
g−1ve zv f
∣∣∣~σ∣∣∣g−1ve zv f 〉 = 0, (D.2)
if we partially gauge fix
〈
zv f , zv f
〉
= 1. Accordingly in terms of the auxiliary spinor ζe f , the critical equations
Eq.(4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) reduce to
gveζe f = eiφeve′ gve′ζe′ f , and
∑
f
εe f (v) j f
〈
ζe f ~σ ζe f
〉
≡
∑
f
εe f (v) j f nˆe f = 0 (D.3)
Which are essentially the critical equations of large spin asymptotics in Euclidean EPRL spinfoam amplitude
(studied in [8, 11]) or in SU(2) BF theory (studied in [25]). The result of analysis can be summarized in the
following: There are two types of solutions of the critical equations when the degenercy Eq.(D.1) is satisfied.
Type-A: Given a solution ( j f , gve, ζe f ) of Eq.(D.3), it may determine uniquely another solution ( j f , g′ve, ζe f )
in each individual 4-simplex with g′ve , g′ve [8]. Because of the uniqueness, we can write the crit-
ical solution to be ( j f , (gve, g′ve), ζe f ) with gve, g′ve ∈ SU(2). Then it turns out that the critical data
( j f , (gve, g′ve), ζe f ) is equivallent to a Euclidean (discrete) geometrical data:
( j f , (gve, g′ve), ζe f )⇐⇒ (±vEE` (v), ε, εe(v)). (D.4)
EE` (v) is a nondegenerate discrete cotetrad of Euclidean geometry, where the nondegeneracy is implied
by gve , g′ve. Here εe(v) = sgn
(
UEe (v)N
E
e (v)
)
(NEe (v) = (gve, g
′
ve)B (1, 0, 0, 0)
t) has to appear in order to
establish the equivalence since the notion of future/past is not an invariant under the action of SO(4),
as we mentioned in a previous footnote.
Note that such a type of critical configuration can appear from any Regge-like spin configuration,
which implies the nondegeneracy of the Lorentzian geometry, since all the edge-vectors are space-
like, as a property shared by both the Lorenzian and Euclidean 4-simplices. Such a type of critical
configuration can also appear from some Non-Regge-like spin configurations in the Lorenzian sense,
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which however is Regge-like in the Euclidean sense, i.e. there exists edge-lengths sE` such that γ j f are
the Euclidean areas given by the edge-lengths18.
Type-B: There exist the critical solutions ( j f , gve, ζe f ) which don’t give any other solution, or namely, give
uniquely another solution ( j f , g′ve, ζe f ) with g′ve = gve. In such a case, the geometrical 4-simplex is
degenerate even in the Euclidean sense. The corresponding geometry is called a vector geometry [8].
E Comparison of Spinfoam Actions
In this section, we compare the path integral formulation of EPRL spinfoam amplitude proposed here and
the one proposed in the first reference of [11], and we give an argument why the path integral formulation
proposed here is preferred.
The path integral formulation in [11] is constructed by consistently gluing the vertex amplitude in [8].
The spinfoam amplitude can be written as
A(K) =
∑
j f
∏
f
µ
(
j f
)∏
(v,e)
∫
SL(2,C)
dgve
∏
(e, f )
∫
S 2
dξe f
∏
v∈∂ f
∫
CP1
(
dim( j f )
pi
Ωv f
)
eS
′[ j f ,gve,zv f ,ξe f ] (E.1)
where the spinfoam action S ′ in [11] is given by S ′ =
∑
f S ′f and
S ′f =
∑
v∈ f
S ′v f =
∑
v∈ f
 j f ln
〈
ξe f ,Zve f
〉2 〈
Zve′ f , ξe′ f
〉2〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉 〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉 + iγ j f ln
〈
Zve′ f ,Zve′ f
〉〈
Zve f ,Zve f
〉
 . (E.2)
The spinfoam action S proposed here may be viewed as an “effective action” from the above path integral
by integrating out the ξe f -variables (ξe f is a normalized 2-spinor).
If we perform the (generalized) stationary phase analysis to the action S ′, we obtain the following
equations equivalent to<(S ′) = 0:
ξe f =
eiφ
f
ev∥∥∥Zve f ∥∥∥Zve f . (E.3)
with the undetermined phase eiφ
f
ev . However these equations are actually equivalent to the equation of motion
δξe f S = 0. Indeed if we perform the variation of S
′ with respect to normalized spinor ξe f by using δξαe f =
ωe f (Jξe f )α + iηe f ξαe f for complex infinitesimal parameter ω ∈ C and η ∈ R, the variation of the action gives
δξe f S = j f
2 ω¯e f
〈
Jξe f ,Zve f
〉〈
ξe f ,Zve f
〉 + 2ωe f 〈Zv′e f , Jξe f 〉〈
Zv′e f , ξe f
〉  (E.4)
Since ξe f and Jξe f is an orthonormal basis in C2 with the Hermitian inner product, δξe f S = 0 is equivalent to
the condition that ξe f ∝C Zve f , which is nothing but Eq.(E.3). Therefore we have the following equivalence
relation
<(S ′) = 0⇐⇒ δξe f S ′ = 0⇐⇒ ξe f ∝C Zve f (E.5)
for the action S ′.
When we consider the variation of S ′ with respect to the group variable gve and insert in the equation of
motion ξe f ∝C Zve f , we find the variations by the rotation part of gve and the variations by the boost part give
exactly the same equation, i.e.
δRgve S
′ = 0⇐⇒ δBgve S ′ = 0⇐⇒
∑
f
j f
〈
ξe f |~σ|ξe f
〉
= 0 when δξe f S
′ = 0 (E.6)
18The (Lorentzian) Regge-like spin configurations considered previously is a proper subset of Euclidean Regge-like spin configura-
tions.
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In this way the 6 equations of motion δgve S
′ = 0 reduce to 3 equations (closure condition). Equivalently, if
we make the variation along the direction defined by ~K + γ ~J ∈ sl2C (~K, ~J are boost and rotation generators),
we obtain trivial equations when ξe f ∝C Zve f is satisfied, i.e.
δ
~K+γ ~J
gve S
′ = 0⇐⇒ 0 = 0 when δξe f S ′ = 0. (E.7)
A linearization of the equation of motion δxS ′[ j, x] = 0, x = (gve, zv f , ξe f ) gives
Hx,x′ · δx′ = −δ jδxS ′[ j, x] · δ j (E.8)
where Hx,x′ = δxδx′S ′[ j, x]
∣∣∣
x0
is the Heissian matrix evaluated at a given critical solution. Then the linearized
version of Eq.(E.6) implies that
HgR,x · δx = −δ jδgR S ′ · δ j and HgB,x · δx = −δ jδgB S ′ · δ j (E.9)
is the same equation when we insert in the linearized version of δξe f S
′ = 0
Hξ,x · δx = −δ jδξS ′ · δ j. (E.10)
From this fact, the Hessian matrix for the action S ′ may be in danger of degenercy, while such a degeneracy
may not correspond to any gauge freedom of the action S ′.
For each edge e there are 12 degrees of freedom from gve and gv′e. The degeneracy shown here reduces
by half the degrees of freedom from each of gve and gv′e. The SU(2) gauge invariance gve 7→ gveh†e , ξe f 7→
heξe f of S ′ reduces another 3 degrees of freedom. There are only 3 degrees of freedom left, which gives the
closure condition
∑
f j f nˆe f = 0 as 3 (real) equations.
The path integral formulation with the action S proposed here doesn’t suffer this problem. Although we
still have
δRgve S
′ = 0⇐⇒ δBgve S ′ = 0⇐⇒ Eq.(4.3) (E.11)
as 3 real equations corresponding to closure condition, the derivation of such an equivalence uses<(S ) = 0
instead of any equation of motion. The linearization of<(S ) = 0 doesn’t relate to the Hessian matrix. Thus
one cannot conclude a degeneracy of Hessian matrix19. Therefore we see that the difficulty of the action S ′
in [11] precisely comes from the fact that<(S ′) = 0 is equivalent to the equation of motion δξe f S ′ = 0. The
difficulty is resolved by integrating out ξe f -variables, which is achieved at the beginning of this paper for
deriving the spinfoam action S .
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